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Statement

Of the few personalities who have dominated Greek politics
during the past sixty fears, the one we probably know least about
is Nikos Zachariadis, General Secretary of the Communist Party
of Greece from 1931 to 1956. As the two dates imply, his rise
and fall were connected to the fortunes of the so-called "per-
sonality cult" in the Soviet Union and abroad. Commentators
within or associated with the Greek communist movement, writing
after 1956, have roundly dismissed Zachariadis's role, preferring,
in many cases, not even to mention his name. As for non-leftist
sources, they have not added anything of importance to our
knowledge.

Scholars have to tread carefully if they are to pursue, with any
success at all, their interest in the fascinating career of the person
who was appointed General Secretary of the KKE in 1931 by
the Comintern; who, in his own words, "bolshevized" the party
—which did in fact grow in strength until 1936; who returned
from Dachau to lead the party during the Civil War; who was
dismissed in 1956, becoming the scapegoat of all that was wrong
in the Greek communist movement; and who died in 1968,
apparently in exile and isolation in the USSR. A scholarly ap-
praisal of Zachariadis's activities is confounded by two sets of
problems. One is the reliability of accounts. Those written before
1956 are usually adulatory and those after this date usually
hostile, including those oral accounts which are so important for
such a subject. The second set of problems is the status afforded
to the issue. Zachariadis is almost a "non-subject": the political
implications of appraising Zachariadis are so complex that a
conspiracy of silence surrounds his activities. And this occurs
throughout a deluge of "para-historical" newspaper articles and
books on the relevant period. Professional historians are, of
course, aware of the importance of analyzing Zachariadis's role
in the KKE; however, there has hardly been any systematic work
done.
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Statement	 5

It is therefore with great pleasure that the Journal publishes
an essay on Zachariades by Ole S. Smith, one of several historians
from northern Europe who are enriching our knowledge of mod-
ern Greek history. We can only hope that the broader implications
of this contribution will cause further debate on—and analysis
of—the issues concerning the role of Nikos Zachariadis in the
development of the Greek communist movement.

Finally, this issue carries the fourth and last installment of a
series of OSS documents relating to the Greek-American com-
munity during the Second World War. The statement in the
spring 1982 issue of the Journal included certain general re-
marks on the value and function of documentary evidence as an
introduction to the publication of this archival material. With
the conclusion of this series, which has taken up a substantial
part of the last four numbers of the Journal, several more specific
points emerge.

The various Greek communities abroad have had an adundance
of amateur historians and chroniclers, but it is only recently that
the Greek diaspora has become the subject of more systematic
study. Historians inquiring about the social formation of modern
Greece have necessarily turned their attention to the role of the
mercantile bourgeoisie operating abroad, especially between the
seventeenth and nineteenth centuries. The twentieth century
brought with it the formation of new Greek communities outside
of Greece, as well as the transformation or the disappearance of
older ones. These new communities, being fundamentally dif-
ferent in size and function from the old mercantile diaspora,
require a more diverse examination. Topics such as assimilation
and ethnicity are perhaps two of the more fruitful areas of
inquiry.

The question of the diaspora's relationship to the national
center remains a subject of primary importance, however; more
so in a political and ideological sense rather than in any economic
one. The events during 1917-1922 were a watershed in the dias-
pora's relationship with Greece. The Forties were the second
significant period of reformulation of attitudes and practice.
Greek politics were "physically exported" to the diaspora, with
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the presence of the king and the exiled government in Egypt,
South Africa, Britain, and the United States. Thus, political in-
volvement in the communities abroad resembled the intense pre-
occupation with Greek affairs during 1917-1922.

The collection of OSS documents published in the Journal
serve to illustrate various aspects of this involvement in the
United States, such as the espousal of Greek territorial claims,
the support of a leftist political program, and the negative at-
titude toward the monarchy. The role of ethnic organizations
and institutions, the role of academics specializing in Greece, and,
above all, the attitudes of the authors of the reports on the Greek-
Americans are further subjects which are illuminated. Concerning
the attitude of the Greek state toward the diaspora, on the basis
of all the information, one could tentatively suggest the follow-
ing: while the Greek state relinquished its authority and au-
tonomy in relation to foreign powers during the Forties, it
consolidated its authority and control over the diaspora.

—The Editors

ff'ierL)
Greece's leading biweekly of

independent commentary and analysis

For subscription information, write:

ANTI
DIMOCHAROUS 60 e ATHENS 601, GREECE



The Problem of Zachariadis's
First Open Letter:
A Reappraisal of the Evidence

by OLE L. SMITH

Few documents in the history of the KKE have been so much dis-
cussed as Zachariadis's first open letter of October 31, 1940. 1 The text
of this letter can be found in a large number of publications and is suffi-
ciently well-known.' This letter defined the party line from the very outset

The literature on the subject is quite extensive. I have used the following
works, which in the notes will be cited by author's name:

"AryeAoc r. 1EXevivraw, 91 inmyTeXia T1; c186vovij6 brava-
outolc, 'AOtvcc, 1976, 267-286.
'Av.c6vco 2oXdpo, 'IoTopicc Ton K.K.E., 'AOljvcc, 1975, 131-138.
BaotXvig F. MnfzEn;edrtag,	 'AvtLaTacyj xczt Asxdp,nojc
1944, 'Mita, 1979, 50-62,
Tdx% Ac4apt8ric, '0 IX1.71vovtaXcx6g 7:61€1.14; Itzt ff navtorctxt
Tpap.p.11 Ton KKE, KOMEII 10, 1980, 24-33.

Po6ao;, 'H p,sy4X71 nev•cavacc, Top,. A', 'Antva, 1976,
37-71.

NeTeXo68%, ETtg!Tic T915 xaxonacjioviccc, 'Antvat,
1974, 138-142.
J. C. Loulis, "The Greek Communist Party and the Greek-Italian
War, 1940-1941: An Analysis of Zachariadis"Three Letters,"
Byzantine and Modern Greek Studies, 5, 1979, 165-185.
D. George Kousoulas, Revolution and Defeat: The Story of the
Greek Communist Party, Oxford, 1965, 138-144.

1If Heinz Richter, Griechenland zwischen Revolution and Konterrevolution,
1936-1946, Frankfurt, 1973, 155, had used the text in Aka xp6vcs ay6SvaG,
1985-1945 which appears in his bibliography, instead of Kousoulas's untrust-
worthy account (op. cit., 141), he would not have committed the absurd blunder
of dating Zachariadis's letter October 20, 1940, that is, as he points out
himself, eight days before the Italian attack. It is also strange to see in a book
published in 1973, the statement, "Die Authentizitit dieses Briefes 1st umstritten"
(ibid.). On the question see below p. ? ? ? with note 14.

'For the text, see the first official KKE publication in Aixa xpOvccc 1y6Sva5,
1935-1945, gscnoovi T76 KE ton KKE, 'AO 'km, 1945 (reprinted by Hopeta,
1977), 115.
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of the Greek-Italian War and laid the foundations for the patriotic stand
adopted by the KKE during the Second World War and later; moreover,
it put an end to the confusion that reigned in the party as a consequence
of Metaxas's repressive measures and Maniadakis's highly successful
attempt to create utter chaos in the party at all levels.

After the war, 3 and especially at the Seventh Plenum of the Central
Committee in 1957, the First Letter became the subject of bitter contro-
versies among Greek communists because of the fact that the author of
this sacrosanct text had been denounced, partly based on the letter, as
responsible for everything that went wrong in the KKE from 1931 until
1956. The polemics were concentrated around two points: 1) Zachariadis's
support of the Metaxas regime, and 2) the relation between the stand
adopted in the letter, in regard to the character of the war, and Comintern
policy in the years 1939-1941.

Zachariadis's Support of the Metaxas Regime

Admittedly, this problem is only of marginal interest today as an
example of the sometimes far-fetched arguments used against Zachariadis.
I have already referred to the views of Petsopoulos, 4 but the argument
that Zachariadis, in his letter, supported Metaxas was also used by more
sober communists. In 1950, Partsalidis mentioned this case as one of the
errors made by Zachariadis. 5 As is well-known, Zachariadis said in his
letter that "in this war which is directed by the Metaxas Government, we
must all give our whole strength without reservation." In Partsalidis's
version, there is a significant change• "we support without reservation the
war which is directed by the Metaxas Government.' Then, in the letter
of the Central Committee broadcast to the members of the KKE after
the Sixth Plenum in 1956, it is said that "Zachariadis committed a politi-
cal blunder in writing 'in this war which is directed by the Metaxas
Government we (i.e. the Greek communists) must give without reserva-
tion all our strength.' The suggestion of unreserved support of the fascist
dictator Metaxas could not but provoke confusion. . . ." It will be seen

3Yannis Petsopoulos used the letter in. 1946 to argue that Zachariadis and
the communists in Akronauplia had, de facto, by their support of Metaxas,
denounced the KKE; cf. TI ispaypauxi ca•ea cyjs &ay paciAg pou kc6 ,c6
'A611va, 1946, 444ff. Of course this is absurd, but it has been taken too seriously
by Elefantis, op. cit., 279, n. 57.

4Above, n. 3.
5See his memorandum, dated February 14, 1950, most easily accessible now

in II. Aripititpiou, 'H &ammo/ Tell RICE, Top.. A', 'Ava, 1975, 29f.
6(a-cdv rcasile a6t6v nob s5v UsuB6vat xoUpwricril 31sTor,M 8XoL }lag npinst
8thcrouin OAs tux.; Ttg Sovip.stg, atxtug g7CapaccEip

rc6),spo 1;e6 S teu96vse f xu64v.tion Matz E1 Tdv finoorripiCoutte xto*
11; crp5Xah2, .

8«...xivet, Eva xowcpoxop.p.ivo rccavccx6	 ypicpowrag 8.rt 'cm& rasp)
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that both these documents misquote and misinterpret the actual text of
the letter. In the recent KKE publication issued to celebrate the sixtieth
anniversary of the party, the words about Metaxas have been omitted.° To
be fair, it must be emphasized that, in his artide on the letter, Takis
Lazaridis printed the unexpurgated version." In his recent book, Bart-
ziotas" has answered the criticism raised by the 1956 Central Committee,
and one may hope that the matter now has come to rest."

Comintern and KKE Policy, 1939 -1940

Until now, writers on the period have used the speech delivered by
Siantos at the Second Party Conference in 1942 as the basis of their
analysis." This was the first large meeting of responsible party cadres
after the German invasion, and, in his introduction to the conference,
Siantos had to comment upon not only Zachariadis's letter, and the doubts
raised as to whether it had really been written by the leader of the KKE,"
but also upon the confused situation in the party during the years 1939-
1941, in which two different bodies, the so-called Old Central Committee
and the self-styled Provisional Administration backed by Maniadakis,
had claimed to represent the imprisoned leaders." Also, Siantos had to
dispel doubts as to Comintern views on the war. He did this by quoting
Zachariadis's letter—although he omitted the fatal clause about the war
and the Metaxas government—and he asserted that the letter was genuine.
Then, as an argument, he added that Zachariadis in April 1939 had
advised the KKE leaders that, in case of an Italian threat against Greek
national independence, "we could work together with our executioner
Metaxas, asking some prerequisites only, which might help towards na-

cekdv no5 TOv SLeuNvec 1 xu66pvlayi Mettga, alle% (8711c811 of gXilveg
vouvccrag) Tcpktec vt 86noulle riverceeptiXakta 81ec pag Tfg 	 °H 67:6-
8atEl yti dvent0Aartyl 61r.00vlipth ton coccoEsta Succitopa 141sc4at. 86 pcopofSne
vi	 al luourplast, ouncSoatc...D. (EccOVTa, xpOvLa To6 KKE, 1918-1958, Ho-
Atuxic %al AoyoTexvtatig gx8dosK, 1958, 644.)

2 `Ehvcot xpernoc ecytimav ucd Ooot6Sv: XpovLx6 To6 KKE, Tort. A', 1918-1945,
Exboa/ .cic RE -m0 KBE, 1978, 153.

Hop. cit., 35.
ilop. cit., n. 51.
12For an analysis of the controversy, see my forthcoming paper on the Sixth

Plenum and the criticism against Zachariadis.
'The speech was first printed in the illegal ROMER, February 1943, and

reprinted in Ail= y,p6v eiy6Sveg, 130ff. See now also, 'Dania xsip.evot, 5,
'AO'va, 1981, 295ff.

14In Rizospastis, June 17, 1940, the letter was denounced as a fabrication of
Maniadakis in an article by Nikos Ploumbidis, who later, in December 1942,
changed his opinion, cf. E. 'Itachvvf&tig, 'Avativtaetc, 'AO.hvcs, 1979, 505, n. 12.

l'On the situation in the KKE before the war, see Rousos, op. cit., soil ;
0. Xcr4916, 'H vcxy;p6pcc kCI,ViOTOCCM no5 xdaypss, 1, 'ABilvoc, 1977, 52ff.; Loulis,
op. cit., 168ff.
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tional unity and combativeness." After this demonstration, he came to
the problem of Comintern policy. He said that for this view of the war,
which Zachariadis adopted in April, and for KKE policy, "we had a
concrete guiding thesis from the Comintern," and he mentioned this "for
the benefit of those comrades who did not know about it."" As we shall
see, the existence of a Comintern directive was indeed unknown to almost
all KKE members except for a few top leaders. 18 Siantos began this part
of his account by referring to the decision of the Fifth Plenum of the
Central Committee in February 1939, which he does not quote directly:"

Our Party defends the independence and inviolability of the
country against the Axis threat with all its strength. But the
worst enemy of our country's independence and inviolability is
found in Athens, it is monarchofascism, without whose over-
throw and restitution of civil liberties defense of Greek independ-
ence is impossible."

18A6xa xpavta. dy6Svec, 140: g...utopoticape v& oupitpdgoup.s %at p' cc6T6
.c6 8446 pas, MaTccUi., cat& IAN° !Lepel* npourcoOdozeg, xo6
ei 6o710o6accv iv6nytx xxi paxirctx6.tvra 'cob Xototi pap. I have not found
any other reference to this letter from Zachariadis, and it has not, as far as
I know, been discussed at all in the extensive literature on the subject of
Zachariadis's views in this period.

'Aka xp6vtx riViSvK, 140: c...gxoupe auyxexptpivn xoteoarrprctxt Oicrq
Koppouv tat txtg 8 teevoiSp

18Chatzis, op. cit. (above, n. 15), 328, says that Siantos revealed the existence
of the directive: . datoxilucps TAv avewcipvcri 6o1lOsta '`is KA Ted cuucrch
iwcipmcril Toe TcoXipou (tic dOvtxocuteAsuOsparctzai &TO pipoc TXXeccp. As
far as we can see, there is nothing in the directive from Siantos to show that it
clearly stated this view of the war (cf. below p. ???). Rousos, op. cit., 67, says
that he and the other members of the reorganized Central Committee in 1941
did not know about the directive until Siantos escaped from prison in October
1941. It is very strange that Bartziotas claims that the directive was known to
the Akronauplia leaders (op. cit., 53). This is denied by loannidis, op. cit. (above,
n. 14), 64.

19Siantos expressly says (op. cit., 140),: 8Xopaeta) 8tXTUTCE6VOTCOCV
TOMO %ITO) td

"Aixx xp6vta ety@veg, 140: e...T6 xOppa pas 81tepxontCat ctvgapvtiata
tat dczepat6tvccc till xtbpag &v&v'ea CrCip i ovtxij insail pi 8Xec Tfc auvi lisK
TOO. M4 8 peyalkepog ix0p65 tyjs av4zpvnotag Ica( ObtepatOrrycotq xeSptn
8ploxsuct. crciiv 'A8Avx, sty= b povotpxot:paatop65, no6 xtup(g tits ctvwcporvh TM)
tat 'C'hV tinoxot,taautal Te6v Xatxt5Sv eXeuflept8v 8dv chat auvarli fj encepciontoi
tyls &v*tp.rivictc TAXdaccp. The text of the decision from the Fifth Plenum
was not included in Aka xpOvta 4yGSvas since it had been impossible to find
a copy in 1945. It was printed in 1947 in the collection, T6 KKE etrc6 'co 1918
gcog .t6 1931, TOpog A', 485-489, and is now accessible in 'Enfava xetpsva,
4, 'AlAvot, 1975, 461-468. However, almost all writers who mention the decision
quote it from Siantos's imprecise summary. In the decision from the Fifth Plenum,
the last clause, eno6... `ElA48ocp cannot be found. Siantos seems to have had
in mind what was stated in the Central Committee declaration of April 10, 1939:
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Then, he went on to mention that the decision of the Fifth Plenum
criticized the Greek-Bulgarian treaty as Greek submission to the Axis."
However, the Executive Committee of the Comintern (ECCI) in July
193922 corrected these serious errors, Siantos said, on two points, namely,
1) the first duty of the KKE was to defend the independence of the
country, but, insofar as the Metaxas government also fought against
Italian fascism, there was no need for the KKE to secure his overthrow
first, and 2) the Greek-Bulgarian treaty was a step in the direction of
peaceful Balkan coexistence; therefore, the KKE should not fight against
the treaty but support it in order to create a strong Balkan coalition.'

I have dealt with this speech so extensively because it has been our
main source for the July 1939 Comintern directive and because almost
all later treatments have been based on Siantos, usually without taking
into account the context and his motives. This has had the effect of over-
looking the original texts in favor of Siantos's account of them, and, what
is worse, the apologetic tendency apparent in his version of the events has
been taken over unwittingly by later writers. From Siantos's speech, it
becomes obvious that the Comintern directive is invoked in order to
"whitewash" Zachariadis. On the other hand, the reference to Zachariadis's
April letter shows that Siantos wanted to demonstrate that the former
had already taken his bold step before the Comintern put the party
straight. Siantos knew very well that when Zachariadis wrote his letter in

c'H brcapiontaii rtilg levt.xtc dvegapvticiac xat ecxepackTiTMC abut rzOvil cll
crrtylrii t6 p,eycakepo z.z041xov BAwv v6v &Wpm, dX),d, ti6 sta04txov c;c6T6 etyac
ec8Ovwto vd izpayttenTonocriest xdvo T6v Topavvnt6 uy6 xat Ttc devtxgg Tcpo-
Socts 6actlop,e•mtmgc brxrcrcopiap ('EnEcrinta xeip.eva, 4, 470). It was
perhaps this formulation rather than the decision of the Fifth Plenum that was
criticized by the Comintern.

'For the Greek-Bulgarian treaty, see Loulis, op. cit., 171, n. 14.
'Rousos, op. cit., 263, says that the directive was sent after the Fifth Plenum

in February 1939. Elefantis, op. cit., 284, gives the date of September 1939 and
John S. Koliopoulos, Greece and the British Connection, 1935-1941, Oxford, 1977,
163, speaks about a "Comintern directive of July 1940." Siantos, however, clearly
mentions the date of July 1939, op. cit., 141.

"4i= xp6vm, 4y6Sve6, 140-141: ell xtbpa aac dacetlettat 4rG6 ti6 cpacncrctx6
do ova xoci Rho:Napa dac6 T6v t.cmAtx6 cpccaccp.6 nod aptc et8tx4 auk BxXxdvta.
TO rcp6STo xcalistov -cob KEE sive ft Entapicactcm c5 4v4apTvialccg t4js xthpag.
'Ecp' 800v ft sto6ipvirm toLO MET461. nccXedsc xt mkt xati To8 'UM° xtv86vou,

futdpxat. X6yog v4 ant86iutzta noCO•ca in' 8A.a. tfty dvwcparvii Tylc. Mata.
x6p..p.cc crag npinst vd xdvat duythva ytd	 xwcdrvricrti 8ao t6 80yr/et6 p.sycaka-
prig icarcepcx/c e1so0eptac tots OL).ylvtx.o5 ArzoB yeast ock6 Suvrzp.thvat tfty kW/-
WA txav6cryco6 t4lG xthpac occg. 'Ocov dcpopM •c6 Ukyritxo-eooXyccpex6 c6p,crovo

eacccaovix% stye Eva Mix Ty66 VIP stprivoct 8ceatvv./1 '65v µe-c46 TOW
6cOotc.cvLx6Sv xpccrOv 8tirpop63v xat tiff cpatwii aup.8(wcrq 'ray AaOv "OxL p.6vo
86v npinet v4 t6 noXspete, p.d vi xdveta Ste mcopam, thaw 'IttiVO) crct 64cyl
'clk dp.or.8a(cov btcoxtuptcstov EEop.dAuva% t6y 6ctu8oaxavtx6iv 8coccpop63v
T41c gvi.atag neallg yvk tfty brcepdantal 	 Opiprig xat ecvsEexpviatcq 8Acov 'OW
6cxXxavvz6v Acc,63v, vd cruyxpo'criOet ivac yep6c ouvotaattcp,6; 8A.cov T6v xpatOv

60occog.x416 xepaovtcoup.
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October 1940, Comintern policy was quite different. But Siantos did not
know how much Zachariadis actually knew about current Comintern views,
and he was anxious to show that those KKE leaders who did in fact follow
Comintern advice were mistaken. Indeed, he went on to say that the Old
Central Committee leaders, Ktistakis and Papayannis," who knew the
July directive, followed a fifth columnist policy. As we shall see, these
two leaders, who took over after the arrest of Siantos, adopted the Com-
intern view of September/ October 1939 that the war was an imperialist
war on both sides from which the working class had nothing to gain.'
This was contrary to the "patriotic" view expressed in the July 1939
directive as reported by Siantos, and in Zachariadis's letter, but in strict
accordance with stated Comintern policy between September/ October 1939,
until the German attack on the Soviet Union on April 22, 1941. This
divergence between Comintern policy and the stand adopted in Zachari-
adis's letter has been very much discussed, and in fact the core of the
problem lies here.

Comintern Views of the War

Especially among writers connected with the "interior KKE," it has
been emphasized that the stand taken by Zachariadis in his letter was in
direct conflict with current Comintern policy." It is therefore necessary to
discuss briefly the views of the war put forward by the Comintern. As
is well-known, the Comintern position against fascism and the threat of
war was defined at the Seventh Congress in July and August 1935," and
no discernible change took place until the Soviet-German pact was signed
in August 1939. Then, at the end of September, a new line began to emerge,
reaching its final formulation in Dimitrov's article of November 7,
1939." The war was now called an imperialist war and the primary duty
of the communist parties was to put an end to it by agitating for peace,
and, if necessary, by direct sabotage of the imperialist armies in their

24Vangelis Ktistakis was a member of the Old Central Committee from
November 1939. Although he was denounced by Siantos in December 1942, he
was rehabilitated in 1943 and sent to Crete as party secretary. He was caught
by the Germans in 1944 and shot. Mitsos Papayannis was also a member of the
OCC and responsible for it after Siantos's arrest in November 1939. Denounced
in 1942, he was reinstated into the Party in 1943. After the war, he was
active in reformist trade union work.

For Ktistakis's views, see Petsopoulos, op. cit., 329ff. See also Rousos's
remarks on the OCC, op. cit., 61.

'See for instance, 'Alixog Harcanavayttircou, T6 KKE crc6v naspo xat
crcAv eIMETcccori, 'AOliva, 1974, 11; If acdcritacrri To8 RICE, Top,. A', 13; Mtcooc
IlarccraAiNc, AcTcXA "axoxaviaTacr4 tilc 60v odic cLectcrracmg, 'A09)va, 1978, 224;
Nefeloudis, op. cit., 139.

"Lazaridis, op. cit., 25f., gives a short account from the Greek point of view,
"Published in The Communist International, 11, 1939. See also the extracts

in Jane Degras, The Communist International, III, 1929-1943, 450f.
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own countries. In France, the PCF was put in a most difficult situation
after the signing of the Soviet-German treaty and their agitation for peace
was considered fifth-columnist after the outbreak of the war in September.
The drOle de guerre was perhaps the worst period ever for the PCF and
the party, in its work, was brought very near the border of collaboration."
In the illegal Italian party, there were heated discussions." This is not
to say that the Comintern line at the time was incorrect, but no one will
deny that the communist parties were put in a most unenviable situation
which, in retrospect, was difficult, if not impossible, to defend, especially
as soon as the resistance in the occupied countries had completely changed
the character of the war. Of course, we can see today that the Comintern
had every reason to fear that Britain and France wanted to turn Hitler
against the Soviet Union. In 1942, however, the situation was totally
different." Thus, the patriotic stand adopted by Zachariadis ran counter
to the stated policy of the Comintern in such a way that his view in
retrospect made him a bold innovator justified by later events. According
to temperament and politico-ideological views, writers have used this
divergence between the Comintern and Zachariadis either to praise Zacha-
riadis for his foresight and patriotic decision to go against the Comintern,
or to criticize the Comintern for having advocated a policy which, in
the case of the Greek-Italian war, would, if followed by the KKE, have
had disastrous consequences." Other writers have rightly emphasized that
the real point lies in discovering the reasons for this divergence, if there
really was one.'

I think that any discussion of the relation between Zacharidis's letter
and the Comintern must start from the fact that we must realize that
Zachariadis, in any case, would not have departed one inch from what he
believed to be Comintern policy. He knew very well that he had been
appointed to the ICKE leadership with the Comintern's support, and,
apart from that, it would never enter into his mind at all that it could
be possible for a section of the Comintern to advocate a policy of its own

"On the PCF in this period, see the relevant chapters in Stephane Courtois,
Le PCF dans la guerre, Paris, 1980. Although written with some anticommunist
bias, this is an extremely valuable account.

'See Paolo Spriano, Stone del partito communism italiano, III, Torino,
1970, 32Off.

"For the Comintern view, see Lazaridis, op. cit., 30ff. In his criticism of
the OCC's imperialist view of the war, Rousos, op. cit., 62, says that "in order
to be fair we must say that our international stand and propaganda in this
decisive period of the war was not without deficiencies." The most outspoken
criticism of the Comintern has been raised by Nicolae Ceaucescu, who, in 1966,
said that the Comintern policy provoked a deep confusion and a great disorienta-
tion of the party that, for a time, hindered its activity (Bulletin d'information du
Comite central du Parti communists roumain, 3, 1966, 52).

"In his article, Lazaridis argues against these "revisionist" views of
Partsalidis, Nefeloudis, and Elefantis.

'According to Elefantis, there is no real divergence, op. cit., 283ff. The
study of Loulis tries to investigate the reasons for the divergence.
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against the Comintern. Therefore, whatever Zachariadis or the KKE put
forward at the time as official statements of policy were put forward in
the belief that they were in strict accordance with Comintern views. It
follows that it is quite unreasonable to entertain any notion that Zacharia-
dis willfully opposed the Comintern on such a central issue." What can
be discussed, however, is whether Comintern policy was sufficiently well-
known in Greece under the prevailing conditions, and, especially, whether
the leading cadres had reliable information from and connection with the
ECCI. I think that this is the real crux of the matter, and we must now
discuss a source that, to my mind, shows how difficult it was at the time
for Zachariadis and the KKE to obtain direct and reliable information,
not to say clear directives, from the Comintern.

The Testimony of Ktistakis

I mentioned above that, in December 1942, Siantos denounced the
Old Central Committee for having followed a fifth columnist line on the
question of the war. One leader in the OCC, Vangelis Ktistakis, reacted
to the criticism by sending a long letter to the Politburo.' Unfortunately,
this document has been published in a somewhat dubious way as part of
Petsopoulos's diatribe on the reasons for his own expulsion from the
party." The document itself, however, has not been questioned, and I
do not know of any attempt to cast doubt on its reliability as a source.
In his speech, Siantos maintained that Ktistakis and Papayannis knew the
July 1939 directive from the Comintern and nonetheless propagated
the "imperialist" view of the war. Against this charge, Ktistakis said
what he knew about the directive from the Comintern:

At the end of September or the beginning of October 1939
comrade Papayannis told me that the Comintern had" sent

"Although he is aware of Zachariadis's unquestioning loyalty to the
Comintern, Loulis concludes (op. cit., 183) that "Zachariadis was making a
very courageous decision since he was refusing to implement the September 1939
Comintern stand."

as Unfortunately, this source has not been used by Loulis; it was known to
Kousoulas, who drew wrong conclusions from it. He thought that there were
two versions of the July 1939 directive, a theory not supported by Ktistakis's
account (op. cit., 139). C. M. Woodhouse, The Straggle for Greece, 1941-1949,
London, 1976, 16, obviously follows Kousoulas's account, although without
reference, postulating that the OCC "interpreted the directive as indicating col-
laboration with the German and Italian dictatorships." For this, no proof is
offered. Elefantis used Ktistakis's letter, but does not seem to have read it
properly, or else he could not have maintained that the OCC did not know the
directive (op. cit., 284f.).

"Cf. above, n. 3.
"Kousoulas, op. cit., 138, cites Ktistakis's letter (without reference) and

inserts tacitly here, "in July," in his translation of the beginning of the letter.
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directives concerning a) corrections of the until that time current
KKE policy b) the future political line. As concerns the cor-
rections, apart from what the speaker [i.e., Siantos] says, com-
rade Papayannis informed me that the Comintern also corrected
our slogan about a Panhelladic Front of National Salvation,
emphasizing that the term Panhelladic broke the unity between
the Greek People and the foreign ethnic minorities living in
our country and on the other hand it served the views of do-
mestic imperialism against the countries which also had minorities
of Greeks. As concerns the future line, comrade Papayannis
emphasized that the basic duty laid upon our Party by the
Comintern, the basic link in the chain, was the struggle for
establishing a peaceful coalition of Balkan countries with the
support of the Soviet Union. He made it clear to me that ful-
fillment of this duty would also make possible implementation
of the other current duties, namely a) resistance against the
invasion threatening from fascist Italy against the Balkans and
b) the struggle against the imperialist war. The above was told
me orally."

Ktistakis then affirmed that he was given part of the written directives, the
part concerning the program of a Balkan coalition. He finally mentioned
that "these directives from the Comintern could not have been received
by the Party before the end of September," for the Rizospastis of Septem-
ber 12 still propagated the slogan about the Panhelladic Front."

Ktistakis then goes on to argue that after November 7, 1939, when
the Comintern Manifesto officially changed policy by advocating the

"Petsopoulos, op. cit., 328: e2T6 'Ca(); ZETVCitten pO cipxig 'Ora66Fri 1939
6 o. IlaTcayedvvlg pal avaxotwoos 'Mk 11 BA gaTatlav Sbylyteg Too5 ckpopotiaav,
a) 8topOthostc crTil typo 16.te6 TcoXvreml Ton KKE, xat 6) vs:per:Meg
p.sAXowcr,x11 Tou TtoAtCt% ypap.p.t. "Ooov cicpop& Ttg 8:opOtboatc, arcdg Saa evict-
:0pm. 6 dovirTrct,	 ffxalLa yvtooTO 6 o. llaTcayatvwx, Tabg 	 Ki 8:6pOtova
ma To csiv9THat uag pa eIIANEAAAAIKO MiTanto 'EOvattilg 2onTipiac, ..rovi-
ovTag Tubs 6 8pog IIANEAAAAIKO 8Lccono:Scla Tip Evawra chdp.acra crcOv 6X-

XTIvtx6 Aa6 xat Tip gives dOvtxig peLovlecTiug Ttot xarcomotScrav Crrh Xthpoc az(
'the TtS ?LAX° p,ipog dEuTcripreo6os 'etc 6A6(pat6 Ion vle5TcLou itiTceptaXtop.o6 dadvavu
creig xfilpeg nod Tcepacteatvouv at' &XATivocig p.scovO•orrag. "Ooov asoopet
µaXXovuxt ypau,k, 6 a. II. ton TONn Los nth; to Ospauatxo xaOilatov TcolS Ett7CMVE

at6 KORLac tab, 6 laata65 xpIxog Tii)g ecAoceag', ITOGV I] 7:Col yat
81111toopT(a v66 siplymott ouvaantalLoti Tfg BaXxavotig x6Ipac, p.i

tncocrclipLh tfic mo6teuxil6 °Evioalc. Mo6 gexa8dcptas ItthC gX1tXlipcoarl To6
xaOtxorcog a6.7o6 Oct &awaits xa( Tdty iscciXaan xat T6SV aXAmv xcdfrpsOvvov
TtoiS gpitaLvav Teceg, coy:map:Ova a) Vilg &Tacna:01g arra iTcL6oX7g Tco6
18117uova .TOTs 3j IpTceptaXarccx'it cpcsotava 'I2aAEa inivavc: Tat Boaxdvca, :tat
6) .t.5% TCCEX% xwc± to(1 trceptaXamxo6 TcoMp,ou. Tdt TtapaTtavto ainciarixav
Tcpocpop tad».

"Op. cit., 329: oToti.seg TEg 881yEa6 8iv pT:opat TIg Tt9tps T6
lap.pa tag Isptv	 ti -can	 1939k.
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imperialist view, the struggle against fascist domination did not have
first priority." I have quoted this text at length because a) there can be
no doubt that Siantos and Ktistakis are talking about the same directive;
b) there are quite extensive differences between their accounts; and c) it
shows better than does Siantos's speech what options were possible for
the KKE Finally, Ktistakis's account gives the important information that
he, at least, did not know about the directive until the end of September.
It is also worthwhile to mention that Ktistakis summed up by empha-
sizing that, although he never saw the directive, there was no doubt that
the basic theme in it was not the corrections of the decisions from the
Fifth Plenum, but the new duty of advocating a Balkan coalition with
the support of the Soviet Union." If we can believe Ktistakis, who, no
less than Siantos, tried to use the directive to defend himself, there might
be a case for the condusion that Siantos chose to emphasize a decidedly
minor point in the directive.

It also appears from Ktistakis's letter that he was very much in doubt
from these directives as to which stand the KKE was to adopt on the
Greek-Italian war: should the KKE have supported the war or fought
against it? The OCC decided to work against the war, believing that this
would further the goal of a Balkan alliance." Siantos, however, drew
exactly the opposite conclusion from the same directive, as did Zachariadis,
when he came to know about it at some time after January 1940.

I think that we must conclude that the directives were ambiguous on
this point: there were no exact guiding lines as to which policy would
be best suited to implement the final objective, a Balkan coalition. The
KKE was not told precisely which stand to adopt on a Greek-Italian war,
except that the long-term duty to establish a common front in the Balkans
was to have first priority, and that it was possible for the KKE to work
together with Metaxas, if the Metaxas government defended Greek inde-
pendence. This made it possible for Zachariadis to write his first letter
and still feel in accordance with the Comintern, and, on the other hand,
it made the situation very difficult for the OCC, as soon as they were
informed about the Soviet-German pact and the changed Comintern
stand on the war.

How Much Did Zachariadis Know?

We must now discuss the circumstances of Zachariadis's First Letter.
How did he come to know about the July directive, and when did he

"Ibid.
41op. cit., 332f. It is remarkable that those writers who find it paradoxical

that the OCC leaders could take the "imperialist" view of the war, even though
they knew the directive, do not ask themselves the elementary question of how
this was possible if the directive had been clear on this point, cf. Solaro, 137,
and Rousos, 67.

COp. cit., 333.
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decide to write the letter ? What do we know about his views prior to
the writing of it? Unfortunately, our sources are communists who later
turned against Zachariadis; their testimony must therefore be treated with
the utmost caution.

In his book on the history of the KKE, Paulos Nefeloudis is anxious
to show that the letter was not a "product of the leader's wisdom." Rather,
the letter represented views of Zachariadis's opponents in the Politburo,
or it was the result of information about the Comintern directive.°

Nefeloudis says that Zachariadis, with whom he was imprisoned in
Corfu jail, was informed at the end of September about the changed
Comintern attitude to the war, that the Comintern "characterized the war
as an imperialist war between two imperialist blocks and that as a con-
sequence the duty of the Communist Parties was to 'turn the weapons
against their bourgeois fatherlands.' "" Nefeloudis emphasizes that Zach-
ariadis did not know about the July directive. Zachariadis did, however,
know about the September/October change in Comintern views from an
OKNE cadre who had been arrested at the frontier on returning to
Greece from the Soviet Union," and, in discussions with other imprisoned
PB members, Zachariadis upheld this changed Comintern analysis against
the old view which he considered by-passed; but he seems not to have
announced this change in Comintern views to the KKE members in the
prison. Since Pallas Nefeloudis was not a member of the Politburo,
his information on the whole matter must have been derived from Vasilis
Nefeloudis, whom he mentions as the source for the Politburo discus-
sions.° Paulos Nefeloudis's book was issued in 1974, and, in 1975, Part-
salidis, when interviewed by J.C. Loulis, told substantially the same story,
adding the important detail that the KKE prisoners in Corfu did not know
about the July directive until Siantos was transferred from Athens to
Corfu following his arrest in November 1939.° Thus, we seem to have
two independent witnesses; however, in his book on the Resistance, Part-
salidis does not say a word about Zachariadis's attitude in Corfu, although
he deals extensively with the letter and the Comintern views .° I cannot
refrain from supposing that Partsalidis, on reading Nefeloudis's book,
"remembered" the story that he later told to Loulis. Thus, we might be
left with one witness only, the strongly anti-Zachariadis account by Vasilis
Nefeloudis, whose testimony, by the way, suffers from one grave weak-
ness at least: the date given for Zachariadis's information about the "inn-

cop. cit., 142.
44op. cit., 139.
450p. cit., 139.
400p. cit., 140, cf. Baca% NatpeXo681c, 'Ax0ivcc, 0', 'AOilva, 1974, 219-

222. Vasilis Nefeloudis was secretary of the Central Committee from 1935, and
he had been a member of Parliament in 1932-33 and 1936. He was arrested in
1938 and sent to Corfu. He escaped in 1943, and played an important tole in
the Middle East "anomalies."

47Loulis, op. cit., 176.
°Parrsalidis, 219ff.
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perialist view" is too early. At the end of September, it was not certain
that the ECCI would adopt the theory which was officially announced on
November 7.

If we choose to discredit Nefeloudis's testimony, Zachariadis's stand
in October 1940 is not in the least remarkable, since his letter is in strict
accordance with the line laid down by the KKE from 1934 onwards.
Then, of course, it is also necessary to suppose that he did not learn
about the change in Comintern views during his stay in the Athens
prison. This is impossible, and although there are certain difficulties in
Nefeloudis's story, we may be tempted to reconstruct the events in the
following way. When Zachariadis was transferred to Athens in January
1940, he must have been informed in some way or other about the July
directive, which he must have accepted as a later statement of policy than
the September/October views which he upheld in Corfu. As we have
seen, neither Papayannis nor Ktistakis knew exactly when the July direc-
tive had been sent or received. They thought it dated from the end of
September, and thus Zachariadis may very well have considered this
directive a new one. Further, the July directive was a specific one given
to the KKE only, while the "imperialist war" thesis was a general view
which probably never reached the KKE in the form of a directive. More-
over, if the information given by Siantos about Zachariadis's views in
April 1939 is correct, Zachariadis can only have been impressed by the
similarity between his own views and those of the Comintern directive
relating to possible cooperation with Metaxas under certain conditions.

Whatever is the correct explanation, it is important to realize that
the July 1939 directive, which Zachariadis followed, was interpreted by
communists not less loyal to the Comintern in a quite opposite direction.
The OCC thought that the directive could best be implemented by oppos-
ing the war, while Zachariadis supported the war, urging that it was a
war of national liberation. Thus, the directive, as I have pointed out
already, cannot have contained very specific orders to the KKE as to
which stand to adopt.

On the balance of the evidence, which is not as clear as has so often
been implied, I cannot find decisive evidence against a conclusion that
Zachariadis, in his letter, must have felt loyal to the Comintern as well
as to the patriotic feelings among Greek communists. The real problem
is rather the stand adopted by the OCC, especially since the imprisoned
communists in the Akronauplia jail took the same patriotic view as
Zachariadis.

The Akronauplia View of the War

It has been held against Zachariadis that he was not the first to adopt
a patriotic stand in the Greek-Italian war. The imprisoned KKE leaders
in Akronauplia sent a memorandum to Metaxas on October 29, 1940,
three days before the publication of Zachariadis's letter in the Athenian
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press, in which Ioannidis and Theos expressed identical views." It has
never been explained by writers anxious to show that Zachariadis was
not in step with the Comintern how the imprisoned KKE leaders in Akro-
nauplia could have adopted the same views as Zachariadis three days before
his letter was published. In his memoirs, Ioannidis does not mention
whether the Akronauplia leadership did know of Zachariadis's letter be-
fore it was published, but Bartziotas, who was a member of the leading
group, emphatically says that the Akronauplia leaders had received an
outline of the letter from Zachariadis in September 1940." Thus, it was
possible for Ioannidis and Theos to express identical views. Bartziotas
does not say how the Akronauplia leaders came into contact with Zacharia-
dis in Athens, but it appears from Ioannidis that Zachariadis managed to
send some material to Akronauplia through Michailidis in September."

How was Zachariadis Informed?

It is not known for certain how Zachariadis came to know about the
July directive. He was certainly not in Corfu when Siantos was transferred,
or, at least, no source says so." It has been assumed that he was told
about the directive by Michailidis, who was an agent—although Zachariadis
did not know that—of Maniadakis." If so, Michailidis became aware of
the directive through the police after the arrest of Siantos, who must
have received it. According to Nefeloudis, who offers no evidence, the
link between Maniadakis and Zachariadis was Damianos Mathesis." A
third possibility is someone connected with the OCC. Such an informant
would also explain why Zachariadis can have thought the directive later

The complete text has not been found yet. A copy was kept in the
Akronauplia archives and was destroyed by error. After the war, Rizospastis
published a summary of the letter and, in 1965, the Athenian newspaper
Akropolls published the last part; see 'Enioyam metp.svm, 5, 14 (ix800yi Toe
KKE annap tx0). According to this publication, Ioannidis recognized that the
fragment was genuine.

"Bartziotas, 54. In 1945, Zachariadis, when questioned about the letter, said
that it took him months to write it (Partziotis, n. 52). In the 1952 Party
history, Bo/1971µa yed lotopta to KKE, 192f, it is stated that the Akronauplia
leaders knew Zachariadis's thesis before publication.

51loannidis, op. cit., 70f.
"Elefantis, 285, assumes that Siantos informed Zachariadis in Corfu. However,

he gives no source for this.
"Loulis, 177. It is impossible to know whether it was on Maniadakis's

initiative that the directive was made known to Zachariadis. This seems to be
out of the question since Maniadakis said nothing about it when interviewed by
Kousoulas. Yannis Michailidis, who was a member of the Politburo, became
an agent of Maniadakis after his arrest in 1939, when he had been released
from Corfu on signing a repentance declaration (ordered by Zachariadis), and
he became the leader of the Provisional Administration with whom Zachariadis
kept in touch until he found out the character of this police creation.
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than the September/ October "imperialist" view. However, until further
evidence is forthcoming, there are serious difficulties, since the OCC were
considered police agents by Zachariadis." Whoever did tell him about
the directive, that person might not have known its exact date since even
Papayannis did not know it.

Conclusion

The explanation given above in no way affects the positive judgment
of the letter or its historical importance, which does not lie only in its
patriotic political line but also in the ideological position adopted by
Zachariadis, in which he drew the logical conclusion from views long
held by the KKE. Whatever the circumstances of the letter might turn
out to be—if we ever find out—the revolutionary visions in the message
are not diminished.

54It still seems unknown for certain whether Mathesis was a police agent. He
was denounced in 1946.

55Which they were not; however, since they regarded Zachariadis's letter as
a hoax by Maniadakis, they cannot have had much connection with the imprisoned
leader.



Eleni Vakalo: Beyond Lyricism
by KIMON FRIAR

Eleni Vaka16, born in Athens in 1921, has a degree in
archeology from the University of Athens, studied art history
at the Sorbonne, and, for many years, has been one of the
leading art critics of Greece. In collaboration with her husband,
the painter George Vaka16, and a group of painters and art
editors, Eleni Vaka16 founded the School of Decorative Arts in
1958, and since then she has been teaching art history there. In
1959, on a scholarship from the Italian government, she visited
Italy and its museums; in 1965, she toured the United States
under the invitation of the Deparment of State; and, in the
summer of 1967, was invited to take part in the Harvard Inter-
national Seminar. She has published several books of art criticism,
and eleven books of poetry.

In her first three books, Theme and Variations (1945),
Recollections of a Nightmare City (1948), and In the Form of
Theorems (1951), she approached the world obliquely, indirectly,
through the individual subconscious or through an almost auto-
matic script, as taught her by surrealism. From The Forest
(1954), however, to her present work, she has been writing a
series of poems which, in reaction to emotive poetry steeped in
sentiment, have attempted to go "beyond lyricism" by going back
to "before lyricism," to that archaic world of instantaneous iden-
tification where horse and rider are one continuous movement,
where word and object are identical; to that primitive magic realm
where to name a thing is to create it, where a poem must not
mean but be.

Between the "before" and the "beyond," Vakal6 feels, the cre-
ator has lost touch with pristine nature, with the essence of elemen-
tal things, by so saturating them with his own intrusive and falsify-
ing emotions that he can no longer sense things as they are,
losing touch therefore, even with his deeper self, for contamina-

21
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tion has taken the place of identification. She wants to go beyond
esthetics. With Marianne Moore (the only poet she has trans-
lated), she is wary of imparting to an object more emotion than
it generates; she hopes that, by describing an object, its texture
and mass, it may then speak for itself. Like Gertrude Stein, she
hopes that the word may become the thing itself, and this
often circumscribes the meaning of her words, imparting an
obscurity to what she describes. She sometimes blurs the object
by bringing her lens too close. She, too, in reaction to the false
facade of much poetry, has exclaimed, with Marianne Moore,
"I too dislike it," and has crammed her garden with mon-
strously real toads.

As in modern music and painting, Vakal6 longs to rediscover
what "rhythm" was before it became "harmony" or "melody,"
to catch things themselves in their own measure of time, to merge
her entire being with them, because she feels assured that the
very rhythm of life lies within them as within herself, and that
this is one and the same rhythm. The world's body, she knows,
must be something like her own body, and to discover its ex-
pressive beat is to discover one's self. The mind is not to be
trusted; it alone cannot bring us to a knowledge of things, but
nevertheless it must be utilized in order to make instinct conscious.
The senses also are suspect, particularly if they are directed by
feeling; VakalO wants not so much to sense as to be, to suspend
the senses until, in an utter silence, whispers may be apprehended
of that roaring cataract behind phenomena, that onrushing pulse
of the universe caught in the throbs of one's own heart beating
in rhythm to that of the world's. For this reason, poetry, like
childbirth, is both painful and joyous, for the creator must
ruthlessly kill off all his accumulated self and strip himself to
the essential bone. To embody this vast silence with words is,
for VakalO, almost a weakness, a betrayal; for the poet, iden-
tification is all that matters, but words are mandatory if one is
partly to communicate to others, though inadequately. She longs
for the Zen Buddhist's wordless insight into reality. She wants
to return to the radical meaning of poetry, to make and to act.
"There is a tragedian amid the silence," she says in a line worthy
of Wallace Stevens.

Vakale• therefore uses speech distrustingly, like a child learn-
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ing to speak, casting up words, primarily nouns and verbs, as
building blocks, as fragments of meaning, and not as a con-
tinual architectural development articulated into a well-planned
structure. Adjectives are few, for they blur an object; adverbs
are suspect, for they modify the clarity of the integral verb.
Syntax and grammar are often discarded or distorted in pref-
erence for the more immediate impact of phrases yoked together
in a collage, with few directive conjunctions or helpful bridges.
Words are lean, muscular, hard. Thus, the objects in her poetry
do not so much emerge as collide in a bruising impact. Though
they retain their hard individual outlines, their lack of emotive
reference to one another imparts to them an abstraction that
belies their bulk and makes of them as much symbols of uni-
versal laws of existence as of tangible representations. Things do
not surrender; the poet must circle about them continuously
until they, the poet's personality, and the language of poetry,
become formulated together in reciprocal action and reaction.

VakalO's poems are reminiscent of Max Ernst's "frottage"
paintings, where paper is placed directly over the textured
surface of an object, scribbled over with pencil, then daubed
with sponge and paint until a fantastic world takes shape, both
mysterious and exactly mapped, from which monstrous heads
peep out or obtrude, scattered limbs, the beginning of things,
half coral and half vegetation. For this reason, VakalO's poetry
is at once concrete and abstract, primitive and sophisticated,
tangible yet elusive. She knows very well, of course, that her
effort to discard all subjective malformation is itself a subjective
act and creates a world of objects peculiarly her own, steeped
in her personality, moving at her direction, pretending to be
real, although they are in truth the projections of her cauterizing
imagination. From this trap, no poet, using words, can ever hope
to escape.

In The Forest (1954), Vakal6 confronts from the beginning
the problem of what is reality and what illusion, what is a true
or a false emotion, what is the difference between a real and a
glass eye, since glass eyes also can overbrim with tears. Her
poetry now becomes a dense forest through which she must pass
to confront primary life in such simplicity that the traveler is
rooted in fear, for objects have become both simple and un-
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known to man. In this dark wood, the poet in terror tries to
proceed by groping in response to movements around her, to
breath in the same rhythm as things, to cast off the incrustations
of civilization, and with fear and love strive to know her true
self, to emerge into some sort of clearing.

In that clearing, she then proceeds toward Plant Education
(1956), where, by looking at plants, she becomes a plant, among
the first and most primitive forms of life. She identifies with
their endurance, with the eternal renewal of stem growing out
of dying stem, of roots that penetrate deep into the earth al-
though their movements are local, and she learns that, though
man is moved by tradition, plants are moved by instinct alone.
She learns to abjure what "civilized" culture has superimposed
on plant culture, to be against "Humor/Personal Consistency/
The spirit/As European civilization understands it." She learns
to strip herself of unessentials.

In Journal of the Age (1958), Vakal6 turns away from
trees and plants and plunges us into water, whether that of the
miry marshes of Delos—which have enveloped ruins, bird-
bones, skulls, worms, frogs, snakes, vertebrae—or whether
that of the sea, where we are rebaptized among fishes, polyps,
turtles, medusas, seaweeds, and barnacles amid a landscape and
seascape where the preying spider is itself smashed by the sur-
viving hand of man, where the dog, like the poet, digs amid
rubbish to find clear indications of past shapes. Plants and trees
are rooted and circumscribed in their movements, but here all is
fluid, all collide, or slide, or merge with one another in a
sinking movement where touch becomes the grasp of death in
a savage struggle for survival. Whereas among plants and trees
the poet caressed them to know them by feeling (the sense of
touch and not of emotion), here both creatures and poet extend
the sense of touch into an envelopment of death, like those
microbes or cellular structures that envelope and digest other
creatures; like those desert animals that eat cacti or each other
for their drop of water, because life is essentially the death
of things, and taste is but another aspect or extension of touch.
The primary deity to be invoked is Epaphos, the god of touch.
For this reason, VakalO's poems are basically erotic: like a lover,
she must caress and identify with all the pores of her body,
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enveloping the world as within a womb, igniting and being
ignited. Inadmissible death is that which feeds on itself, until
the introverted poet becomes dessicated by slowly sipping his
own watery substance. Poetry also kills by digesting things within
the poet and then resurrecting them by giving them a name,
which now defines the objects as the poet has known them,
not through his mind or sight, but by digestion, by becoming
part and parcel of them. By discarding so much that lyrical
poetry has accomplished (or distorted), Vakal6 inevitably be-
comes involved with the meaning of poetry itself. In "Age of
the Polyp," she shows how a poem accumulates the way a
coral is built, with bits of fossilized shells, sponges, twigs, dead
organisms, layers of salt, barnacles, fragments that still dangle
loosely on a structure reminiscent of Gaudi's organic cathedral
in Barcelona. Everything is an appropriation of spaces between
joints; the poem lies between the spaces, in what is not ex-
plicitly said, in the silence, for "The appropriation of spaces
between points/Is heard in poems quietly like a creaking "

From motionless to moving things, the poet finally comes
to a Description of the Body (1959), her own body which, like
a microbe, envelopes all things by digesting them, identifying
with them not only individually but also with their bewildering
complexity, maturing with them in growth, and finally giving
to undirected motion a directing nature for attack, for defense,
for the making of love. Every one thing is interlocked with
every other thing, for "bodies/Sketch around us/Large/Large
interlocking circles/The tracks of wild beasts." Continuously,
circling around things that resist surrender, the poet swallows
them, chews them, regurgitates them and gives them a name.
Only after the naming, after the nouns, do the verbs come,
and then perhaps an adjective or an adverb.

"A blind movement astonishes in its exactitude," Vakal6
declares toward the end of Journal of the Age, and this is the
meaning of The Meaning of the Blind (1962), for the poet
must be like the mole, learning about things not by sight, at a
distance, in one dimension, but by feeling and groping them in
a thick light with his entire body, in all dimensions, within
and without, from all sides, from negative to positive, referring
the texture of one material to that of another, knowing the
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sea from the feel of the land, the land from the feel of the sea.
Things lie in darkness. In this dark light, more dazzling than
sight, where the senses of the body, intensified, become flickering
antennae, tendrils or hairy fibers, the organic cosmic mystery of
the ever-changing universe strikes with an awesome terror that
is neither despairing nor paralytic but, on the contrary, sharpens
man's atrophying instincts, flings him into the pulse of creation,
awakens the animal within him, and makes him one with perilous
life. Things, more defenseless than beasts protected by instinct,
remain undecipherably mysterious. Rocks breathe, trees tremble
with fear, turtles turn into stars, cacti into reptiles, man sprouts
roots, and poetry, that "worm-eaten, moldering bird, an old old
idol of mine," wears on its slaughtered shoulders the head of a
man. The mole strains to became a bird, the rodent a squirrel.
The blind see more fully, whether themselves or the world, as
Homer, Tiresias, Oedipus, Milton, and even Joyce can testify.

Finally, in The Manner of Our Endangering (1966), things
become interchangeable: one thing takes the place of its op-
posite, up becomes down, within becomes without, the fear of
death becomes a redemption, for "it's the entire dread of perish-
ing that swells the ascent of the soul," and danger is at the
same time a saving grace. The world outside exists because the
world inside exists. As seen from the sky, a tree is vibrantly
alive, bears fruit and flowers, but as seen from underneath the
earth in a dark mirror reflection, its roots plunge as deeply be-
low as its branches soar high above, and becomes thus a tree
of genealogy, a tree of individual and racial death. A tree be-
comes a raft, twigs become lambs browsing the sky, the sky
becomes the sea, a fish becomes a bird, a diver becomes the
source of light for the water, the fish ascending becomes a
source of light for the fisherman. The poet is constantly chang.
ing points of view; at times, she is outside the sea looking in,
at times inside the sea looking out. Space expands and becomes
unconfinable. Boundaries disappear; even evil, danger, and fear,
when they are contemplated or gazed at from various angles,
take on different meanings. A continuous communication flows
between all things, whether abstract or concrete. This constant
interchange is, for Vaka16, existence, is existentialism, where
things partake of the other's sense of being, of its fears, its
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anguish, its intimations of death. Whatever in her is anguish,
waste, evil, or dangerous is also part of her existence. At the
moment when she understands this, she accepts it, and by ac-
cepting death, danger, and fear, she finds her salvation, for
"The manner of our endangering is our manner as poets,"
"celebrating the mystery of death/in a walk of fragrance."
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from THE FOREST

VI

THE EDGE OF THE FOREST

I weep over the body of a sleeping child
because I feel I shall betray it before dawn
breaks.

Let my confession for the first time
Be written out in its true name
Confession
And not at all as an attempt at poetry
For in this manner
I must suffer
Still much more
For this.

I could have defended myself
Now I call it loneliness.

In this connection I must add to my recollections that I once
had a dog. I used to think there could be nothing more beauti-
ful than being a dog. The way they submit when they are
beaten. This was a long time ago.

And as for all this which I left for you
To be understood
Today
I wished it
Not out of love
But because someone is sinking in the forest,
And only that I might be able
To emerge somewhere.

(A moment of deep breathing.)

This poem
Is my last revolutionary deed
Before I submit
To the advice of other races.
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from PLANT EDUCATION

I

The education of plants and that of men are different
That they do not move is nothing unique
Nor that they do not commit suicide
Plants are permanently rebellious
Consider that plants multiply under the moon

IV

The satisfaction of breaking plants
Comes probably from the influence of the moon
In that month when, amounting to a smaller
But precise shape, it mirrors
A circle of shore first covered by the sea
And in the evening the shore in receding
Reveals to us at its edge
The shape of the following day

(I speak of that which moves in the interior of movements)
the way
in which plants are always more transparent at the edges
and their bodies very slowly spread out from the center
the bodies of other plants slit open as they proceed
it may be no other way suffices
these are the largest,
"philodendrons," as they are called.
When the time comes, dryness sets in from the edges.
Plants are monsters
with monstrous feet.
Only—their movement is local.
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VII

What habits of plants frighten me:
When on dry twigs the buds break
green leaves are folded within them one by one
—Perhaps this is why you can't tell whether plants truly die—
because a new
strong plant
that breaks into bloom
shoots up from the same root
and takes the place of the withered stalk
again there are plants whose seed falls before they die
you will see them sprouting in the appropriate season
or their roots remain
and give us many more plants that multiply in the year following

The endurance of plants startles me
Some from the adjacent garden
Advance with their roots and penetrate into the foundations
A birch tree sprang up in this fashion and is now huge
Plants cannot be controlled
They should be pruned only when necessary
These plants which we all think are simple

IX

I continue passing through a landscape of cacti
In this place the cactus rots
Deprived of every infiltration
A persistent infiltration upwards
And simply by growing demands
Breathing space
From the multitude of other plants
As its bodily stature lacking
In sap shrinks
Until the cactus
Becomes soft and approachable

Plants resemble reptiles more
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from THE JOURNAL OF THE AGE

III

THE ORGANISM RETURNS TO ITS NATURE

In the low landscape of which we spoke
The Delos marshes
—The sea still hangs from the disk of the dead planet—
The mire is sluggish
And forms into an ashy crust when it dries
The water remaining within
With the wind
As much wind as was locked in when it passed along
Old roads carrying odors
From all the sea
From the oak forest on the shore opposite
From footsteps that once were heard
From ruins
From terraces where it carried off
The soft voices of men strolling.

Voices sunken out of decay.

Some were unable to sink entirely
Like shadowy membrane
Like medusae half way in the water
They vary
And in interrupting the continuity of their sinking return
To acknowledge that this is perilous.

VIII

Ascending effortlessly in the sea
The sea-turtle
Is held up by the waters
Speeding around the hook a certain
Swarm of fish small and golden
Radiates like a star
There are a great many
There are others that
Spreading out a portion of their flesh
Like a piece of life
Without mouth or eyes
Simply envelop the food they need.
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from DESCRIPTION OF THE BODY

III

The body flounders
It doesn't suffer
When it hurts it's the only thing
That feels voluptuous

The body doesn't hurt for us
Bound
Ready for desire
It hears beforehand
It wants to hear
Piercing into its body
Continuously new
Arcades of hearing

Afterward it waits
More eager out of fear
It multiplies, hides
In everyone's inner recesses
More prepared out of fear
Eager
Anticipating that desire
Which commands and brings
The command
To the movement

The dark dull hide of a prey that still has not been conquered within us

V

The body is tranquil, and as you look it seems to be in a swoon or
sleeping, with eyelashes that have now turned white at the corners from
the thickening light, the innocent body, covered, guards innocency for
itself always as a white wing

that comes
and caresses our hands a little above the blood, when the white bird
throbs in spasms
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from THE MEANING OF THE BLIND

III

Because before this final night of ours sank
This endless night
This handle of great comparisons
When over me the beautiful birds cried
Covering the ruins
And luring away the dead fish
With their body (these birds)
Like an integral form directed
Both rodent and fish
Still colored on the slopes of their sides
They took the lead
They were as I understood only later
Beginning to peck first at my eyes
Those who remember the croaking of birds
Will learn what birds mean

VIII

ACQUAINTANCE OUT OF THE SHADOWS

—or in the large courtyard—

As I was sitting in the large courtyard and unknown shapes were flying
about me one by one out of the shadows, I couldn't tell what
or from where

there was much noise suddenly as though they had all together risen out
of my hands, out of my shoulders, fleeing

and Loathing, as they fluttered, pairs of other birds among their
multitudes

This always happened toward evening and they were always uneasy at
first before the light vanished

Then for a moment only they revealed something like a meadow with
sun again through which

the flying pairs might pass, the shapes of shadows that now knew a
pattern of movement

—those that had fled
out of the night and the others I had kept hidden in a thousand cool

nests—
those youthful lovers leaning within their own shadows when a slight

quivering took them as they departed
for the redrose hills which somewhere enclose the earth
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from THE MANNER OF OUR ENDANGERING

I

The manner of our endangering is our manner as poets

All the ground near the tree which the water had not absorbed was
sown with capyxes of mud, small holes in the earth with finer
soil around the rims. And thus by their own tenderness encircled
are those prepared to die in the spring

If it was not the same tree that brought the weather, it blew without
moving, it was a raft. In the gathering clouds and dusters of
inclement weather I sailed around it, and it was then I took all
the ink-black birds on board

So many birds rushed into all my space. The sovereignty of the young
received their shadows suddenly as they passed swiftly by, after
they had earlier dwindled away, those in the landscapes of flight
sunwashed and in their bodies dark

Where on this tree I have been sitting for years, I heard its sound
ascending, I had been waiting for it to be heard

Whatever had become voices and the rest silence
Remember this after the shadow has passed through me

Never have I had many other voices

IX

The miraculous fishing

These poor men, prepared for entire days and nights to wait only for
whatever shoreline fish could be caught with a patience during the
long stretches of which they lost the mark that once distinguished
them from and under their clothing

were beardless youths, and seeing their ship on the sea was a small
cypress, entrusted themselves to it as though it were their house
and they currents of passage through the sea
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so that whatever seemed few to them was again like their acquaintance
with the many, and they stretched out their hands as though they
were flying, as though the fishes were birds fluttering in a sea
rifled with currents

and their countenance showed, as they looked straight ahead amid all
this plentitude, amid the mystery of a sketched beginning, that the
shore was endless

XVI

Within a deep dream that sees the other dream

3CX

He, the other, remembers the body that offers se much love

Even the days are good
They lie in a low and cooled shadow of earth
As we walk through it
You see excursion parties
And what modesty nature possesses
I gather grass, and memory flowers
I call them those I have known
I call them concerns, I call them lambs
Where were they earlier? They have returned a little before evening
Have I not written the name shepherd of waters?
And they find tasty fodder
Because the meadows are salty

XXI

Washed by the waters of the sea, the countries were transported
Then a sky was created for them
And not even their steps would have known grass
Or been heard as they walked
Now my attention has been sharpened, whatever is short-lived
Is that which endures, filling the soul with magic
And in this their way of looking at things, poets see an indication
That all things are offered them
Happy as they are
They have no place on which to stand but they have a dawning of days
Their sleeplessness is the great sleep of a god near them



A Discussion with Theodoros Stamos
by MARINA KASDAGLIS and PETER PAPPAS

Theodoros Stamos was born of Greek parents on the last day
of December 1922 in New York City. At the age of twenty, he
received his first solo exhibition at the Wakefield Gallery, then
run by Betty Parsons. Fifteen years later, in 1958, Stamos's work
was included in the Museum of Modern Art's traveling exhibition,
"The New American Painting." Since that time, Stamos has
become established as one of the most representative painters of
the "New York School" (a horribly imprecise term that is,
nevertheless, indicative of a certain era and esthetic position).

Referring to Stamos as part of a "school," however, does not
do enough justice to the extent of his work. Beginning with bio-
morphic forms in the Forties (a tendency that united him with
that other extraordinary Greek-American painter, William
Baziotes) , Stamos moved on to Abstract Expressionism (with which
he is still most commonly identified), to a series of color-field
experiments begun about fifteen years ago, which he calls "Sun-
Boxes." The term "Sun-Box" is profoundly representative of the
whole of Stamos's work, for it points to the one element that
binds all of it together: light. And let it be said, metaphorically
at least, that light is also what binds Stamos to Greece, where he
now lives six months of every year.

The discussion that follows touches upon, if only superficially
or briefly, a variety of subjects, both personal and public. On the
personal level, the issue of Stamos's sense of his own work is
obviously of the greatest significance. However, we were also
interested in Stamos's ever-deepening relationship with Greece.
On the level of public concerns, we sought to begin—if not to
develop in any coherent sense—a discussion of what is probably
the central issue in art today: the role of ideology in the definition
of what is accepted as "art," and in its exhibition and promotion.
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Unfortunately, the issue is exceedingly complex, and almost im-
possible to confront, let alone elucidate, in an interview of the
type that follows. In any case, what matters is the recognition of
everyone—the art public, the art dealers, and, especially, the
artists themselves—that art is never a self-generating project, but,
rather, an ongoing, but finite and definable, network of media-
tions.

—Marina Kasdaglis and Peter Pappas
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PP: How, when, and why did you decide to devote yourself to paint-
ing?

TS: It's very simple. I used to draw as a little kid. Then I had a
serious operation when I was eight years old. I had nothing else to do
but recuperate and draw more. That's when it became exciting for me
to draw and copy things. At ten, I got a scholarship to the American
Artists School, which was the original John Reed Club, arid did sculpture
there. I did several things, but space and money wouldn't allow me to
continue, so I just gave up doing sculpture and started to paint at home,
between two beds. I did several things: the Second Avenue El, the Third
Avenue El, pushcarts, things like that. Then I went back and worked my
way through school as a model; I watched the painting dasses, listened
to the instructors giving criticism, and that's how I learned a lot.

MK: How did your parents react to your interest in art, being Greek
as they were?

TS: It didn't bother them at all, actually. The only thing was that
they couldn't financially support me in any way—but they weren't against
it. They were never against it as long as they didn't have to support me
financially. . . . We were an extraordinary Greek family. We weren't like
all the Greek families that washed dishes or went into the restaurant
business.

PP: In what sense were you extraordinary, however?
TS: Well, we revolted against all that. My sister studied with Martha

Graham. At that time, young Greeks didn't do that sort of thing.
MK: Do you have only one sister?
TS: We were six kids. I became a communist sympathizer. To a

certain extent, one was always very left. You walked on picket lines or in
the May Day Parade. It was an extraordinary time, you know. But then
I was very disillusioned when the war broke out, and when the Germans
and Soviets made that pact. That was a disillusionment. That's when I
completely broke with that group altogether, and, from then on, I was
just a socialist—more Trotskyist, but not completely. That's the way my
life has been ever since.

PP: You said that the American Artists School was the original John
Reed Club. Was that a coincidence?

TS: No, it was leftist.
MK: There was a strong leftist movement among artists at that time.
TS: Oh, yes, most artists were leftists: W.P.A., members of

the Communist Party, Writers and Artists Congress . . .
MK: There has been such a tremendous change here since then.
TS: Of course there's been a tremendous change. Look at the tremen-

dous change that's taken place in Russia.
PP: Do you think that's the reason?
TS: Absolutely! The increasing disillusionment over what happened

in Russia.
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MK: Yes, but, in Europe, people are aware of what happened in
Russia, yet there is a leftist trend against those developments and, at the
same time, against . .

TS: All right, so they have Eurocommunism. But I don't think that
Eurocommunism would be as free as they make it out. I just don't believe
that. It's still Leninist-Marxist. Let them seize control, and see what hap-
pens. I'm an anti-Stalinist. The best situation I can see for any of these
countries is a good, solid democratic socialism.

PP: To get back to art: did you ever regret that you didn't do sculp-
ture, or maybe doing some work besides painting?

TS: No, never. I like looking at other kinds of art, collecting it,
but I am a painter.

PP: What has been your relationship, as a painter, to the world around
you?

TS: I love nature. I still look at nature. What are you driving at?
PP: Do you use nature in your canvases?
TS: I don't think so. If it creeps in by itself without my realizing it,

and somebody makes me aware of it, then I try to kill it.
PP: So, you are against its representation?
TS: Yes and no.
MK: But what about your interest in light?
TS: Light is something else. It has to do with color.
MK: You absorb the feeling of color from nature then.
TS: It's not a natural light anymore, is it? Nature has sets of local

color, but it doesn't remain that.
MK: Of course not. But, if you painted in Sweden, you would have

a different light.
TS: Cold light, very cold light.
PP: Actually, that's a good point. If you take someone like Munch

or the light of the German Expressionists, it's a very different light from
many of your canvases. Isn't light also definable by where light is? Take
the simplest kind of example: plein air painting as opposed to studio
painting.

TS: There is a very big difference. You can imitate the studio light,
but I think that can be heavy-handed.

PP: Isn't there a kind of material influence on the canvas—the quality
of light?

TS: Why do you say material?
PP: Because it's not "spiritual," because light is made up of atoms and

molecules.
MK: It's a physical experience that gets translated onto the canvas.
TS: In other words, what a painting is supposed to do is make magic.

If it doesn't do magic, to hell with it. That magic is supposed to be
transposed to the canvas.

PP: Let's talk about Greece for awhile. Do you feel comfortable there,
or do you feel that you are an American living in exile?

TS: I am an American in Greece. I feel an exile—a self-imposed exile.
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MK: You don't identify with the people there.
TS: Sometimes I do and sometimes I don't. After all, it's not easy.

But I go there and do my work, and that is what I want to do.
MK: I think that there must be some deeper reason for Greece

because otherwise you would have gone to Mexico or Spain or some other
place.

TS: That's true—but I didn't speak those other languages. On the
other hand, the little Greek I know, I learned recently, in the last few
years.

MK: When you got there, you must have remembered some Greek
from your home.

TS: Not much.
PP: Has there been any response on the part of Greek art circles or

of the Greek government to your presence in Greece?
TS: Not much. Just as there wasn't any for Mr. Costakis. Just as

there isn't for anybody else. The place where they should have put on
that big [Costakis] show is the Pinakothiki in Athens. But they weren't
even interested.

MK: But your work is well-known in Athens now.
TS: It's so well-known, it's being imitated, plagiarized. I saw some

fakes of my work in someone's collection.
MK: So, there is an acceptance of your work.
TS: Big deal! It's all for money, with unscrupulous dealers.
PP: Have you exhibited in Athens?
TS: Sure, I've had four shows there plus the gift I've made to the

Pinakothiki: a big one—forty pieces.
MK: But there has been no official recognition.
TS: No recognition. They haven't even made me an honorary citizen.
PP: Has there been any talk about a retrospective in the National

Gallery?
TS: No.
MK: I think that there is suspicion on the part of Greeks living in

Greece toward those who live abroad.
TS: Greeks are jealous people. When I gave the pictures to the

Pinakothiki, some people asked why I did it. I did it because I wanted
to. But they wanted to know why forty and not ten? Were they jealous
that I gave them away? Why did they ask?

MK: Who asked? Greek artists?
TS: Yes. I wanted to do it. Was I taking food away from their

mouths? That's what I asked them all there.
MK: But I think that what you did was very important. These works

are going to be there.
TS: Well, I hope that they are going to be there, and that they don't

steal them or something.
MK: They will be there, and, in a few years, people are going to

wake up, and they are going to know why these works are important.
TS: Well, one of the reviews of that gift to the museum said,
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"Finally, the Pinakothiki has come into the twentieth century."
PP: Are there any major collectors in Greece?
TS: There are pictures that I've done in Greece that belong to col-

lectors. Now, whether they are major collectors, I don't know—other
than Mrs. Goulandris. Vorres is a very funny collector. He collects every-
thing—he's a collector of a different kind. There are other people collect-
ing, but, whether they have my things, I don't know. Dealers don't tell
you.

PP: I want to deal with the issue of art history for a moment. Every-
one's always fighting about it—especially artists. I've always found that
there are two kinds of artists: those who are very aware of what they're
doing, and what has been done before them, and in what context they
are placing themselves; and those who say that all that's irrelevant, that
they are just working in the here-and-now. Were you ever conscious of
an art-historical tradition within which you and your colleagues were
working?

TS: I only realized that after the Museum of Modern Art show that
went abroad in 1958. No one was ever conscious of having a place in
art history before that. Newman perhaps, Still perhaps, and obviously
someone like Motherwell, but not Rothko, and, in general, nobody else.
Kids today say that they're not interested in art history in terms of art
history itself, but that's a lot of hot air. Once they start making a little
bit of money, you can see the difference. Then they want a position, and,
when they take up their positions, they become a part of art history. When
you have no position, and no money, and no money to create a position,
then you still think in terms of "The hell with all of this."

PP: Do you support that type of attitude?
TS: I support good people being a part of art history.
MK: Whether they want to or not, however, they are a part of art

history.
PP: Actually, I was thinking of someone like Marcel Duchamp, or

the Dadaists, who said that they wanted to destroy art history, but were,
in fact, very conscious of their role in it.

TS: Absolutely.
PP: This all leads to the question of whether one can paint without

knowing about Cezanne.
TS: Yes, one can. A number of Greek artists have done good work

without ever having looked at a book of art history.
PP: Do you mean primitive artists?
TS: No, people who do very nice, fluid watercolors—nothing great,

but nice. A lot of them hadn't heard of a lot of things until I brought
them books. Whether it has made an impression on them is something
else, of course. (I should make it clear here that I'm talking about my
town, Lefkada.) How could they be a part of art history, anyway? They
never saw a book; they never saw a painting. Even the Pinakothiki doesn't
have the paintings they need to see. You have to leave the country, to "go
to Europe," as they say in Greece. I love that. Can you imagine that: the
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very idea that you have to go to Europe to see art?
PP: That brings up a good point. Do you think it's possible to want

to be a painter in Greece in that kind of restrictive ambience?
TS: It's hard; it's very hard—unless you have money.
MK: Money or not, however, I think that all of the most important

Greek artists either studied or worked abroad.
TS: Sure. They all either studied in Germany or Paris. For example,

Galanis, who was a great engraver. Malraux tried to help him.
MK: In fact, I think he was better known in Paris than in Athens.
TS: Yes, the good ones went out, and they learned something, but they

came back, and, whatever they learned, they forgot. Because, they said,
they had to make a living. This is what disgusts me about all of them.
They have to make a living! And so they stop being artists.

PP: In an interview that he gave to the Journal, Vasilis Vasilikos said
that he can't write in Greece, that he leaves the country to work, and that,
as soon as he returns to Greece, he simply ceases to be able to function
creatively. Now, you say that, as soon as good painters return to Greece,
they "lose" their artistic capacity. Do you think that this has anything
to do with Greece?

TS: It's the people.
MK: But it's also because there is stagnation, due to the country's

isolation, and so you don't have new tendencies, new ideas coming in.
PP: And what about the institutions—or lack of institutions. Can we

simply say then that it's the people, the mentality of the people?
TS: I think that the people are eager to see things, they want to

see things. That I know. But there is really no viable culture there, in
the sense of contemporary culture. It's just not there, except what's
gathered from books and subscriptions to foreign magazines. But you
can't understand America or Paris—the modern world, in fact—through
books. Greece is just a damned poor country. That's what it's all about.
And, as for the Greeks who do have collections inside the country, they
don't show them, they don't exhibit them. They don't want people to
know what they have, for reasons of security.

PP: I liked your earlier juxtaposition of Cezanne and Lefkada. There
is always a distinction made between so-called primitive or "naive"
painting and what is considered to be "professional" painting. Do you
think that's an authentic distinction?

TS: It's not an authentic distinction, but, unfortunately, it's a reality.
PP: In what way? Does it come out of the paintings themselves, or

is it imposed upon them by the art market or the way people perceive
painting?

TS: It's both a matter of the way people perceive painting and the
art market. Regarding the market, by the way, on the one hand, by making
a work "naive," the market keeps it on a much lower plane, while, on the
other hand, by being exhibited, the work is "upgraded." But the dealers
don't know how to upgrade it in terms of history. The best example of
that is the work of Henri Rousseau.
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PP: That's exactly what I'm getting at. Do you think that it can be
upgraded historically?

TS: Yes, but the dealers don't know how to do it, how to bridge
that gap.

PP: Do you think that someone like Ralph Fasanella is as authentic
—and valuable—a painter as you or Rothko ?

TS: In his way, he is. However, if you get down to the issue of what
makes a picture a good picture—in terms of color, composition, drawing,
etc.—then Fasanella would fall apart. In that sense, he would become a
minor painter. But he is still authentic—and that's the important thing.
By the way, I wanted to say before that Greece has a lot of fake primitive
painters . .

MK: . . . That's what I wanted to add. Most of them just repeat
themselves • . .

TS: ... Fake, not just repetitious, but fake work that's purposely
done that way.

MK: Do you like Theophilos's work?
TS: I like certain of his works, but he doesn't seem like such a primi-

time to me. His paintings are very sophisticated. He must have seen
books or something. There's something just too damned sophisticated
about those things. Theophilos is a knowledgeable primitive. I like him,
but I can't make up my mind about him.

PP: Do you think that it's absolutely impossible for most people to
understand abstract art?

TS: No, not at all, but they have to look. Greek-Americans have
come to my exhibitions here and said to me that my paintings are
moundzoures. Moundzoures! Can you imagine? But, in Greece, even
villagers from around Lefkada, where we've put together three or four
exhibitions, would come and look at the work. They would look, and
they wouldn't make the dirty remarks that the Greeks in this country
make. They didn't understand what they saw, but that didn't bother them.
They would say to me, "I don't know what it is, but it's all right, it's
beautiful—ordo!" And that was nice, and it came from villagers. Now,
all those people really needed was an education: magazines, books, tele-
vision, movies, schools, general exposure to the arts.

PP: It seems to me that there's a political problem in'*olved with
the process of art in this century. What began as something integrated—
the political and artistic avant-garde—ended up being segregated. The
political avant-garde became really gross in its artistic policies, and in
what it considered to be good and bad art, and then the artistic avant-
garde reacted by deciding that it didn't want to have anything to do with
the political one. Do you think that it's possible for us to reintegrate these
two avant-gardes?

TS: I'd rather not think about it. I don't think it can really work.
You can't have government sponsorship of art—which is always what it
ends up becoming. I believe in the separation of church and state and
the separation of art and state.



Turkish Coffee in Greece
by ELIAS PETROPOULOS

Types of Coffee

Every kind of Turkish coffee has its own special name. The official
names (in the professional jargon) which are heard most often are:

with-a-little (three spoonfuls of coffee plus a half-spoonful of
sugar—this coffee is also called a yes-and-no);

strong-sweet (three spoonfuls of coffee plus four spoonfuls of
sugar);

many'-strong-sweet (four spoonfuls of coffee plus six spoonfuls
of sugar);

weak-sweet (a half-spoonful of coffee plus five spoonfuls of sugar);
Ottoman (three spoonfuls of coffee plus six spoonfuls of sugar

—with a thick layer of foam on top—it is boiled longer than a
sweet-boiled);

sweet-boiled (three spoonfuls of coffee plus six spoonfuls of sugar
—the briki [Turkish coffeepot) is lifted to make the foam on
top);

medium (three spoonfuls of coffee plus two spoonfuls of sugar);
medium-strong (three spoonfuls of coffee plus three spoonfuls of

sugar) ;
medium-boiled (three spoonfuls of coffee plus three spoonfuls of

sugar—the briki is lifted to make the foam on top—this coffee
is also called a boiled-and-no);

strong-in-a-half (three spoonfuls of coffee plus six spoonfuls of
sugar—in a half-cup of water—this coffee is as thick as yogurt) ;

plain (three spoonfuls of coffee plus no sugar).

My reader will have understood by now that the official name of each
specific Turkish coffee is not only due to the resultant sum of spoonfuls
of coffee and sugar, but also to the time and type of cooking.

1As will be elucidated below, a solecism is employed in ordering certain
Turkish coffees: is used instead of the adverb icati (very) [Translator's
note].
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I have listed below an obvious way of classifying Turkish coffees,
such as may be ordered in the great old coffeehouses of Athens:

plain-strong;	 medium-rather-weak-half;
plain-boiled;	 not-many-sweet (that is, strong);
plain-weak;	 not-many-sweet-boiled;
plain-rather-weak;	 not-many-sweet-weak;
plain-half-boiled;	 not-many-sweet-half-boiled;
plain-strong-half;	 not-many-sweet-strong-half;
plain-weak-half; 	 not-many-sweet-weak-half;
plain-rather-weak-half;	 not-many-sweet-rather-weak-half;
with-a-little-strong;	 not-many-sweet-rather-weak;
with-a-little-boiled;	 with-four-boiled;
with-a-little-weak; 	 with-four-strong;
with-a-little-rather-weak;	 with-four-weak;
with-a-little-half-boiled; 	 with-four-rather-weak;
with-a-little-strong-half; 	 with-four-half-boiled;
with-a-little-weak-half; 	 with-four-strong-half;
with-a-little-rather-weak-half;	 with-four-weak-half;
medium-strong;	 with-four-rather-weak-half;
medium-boiled;	 sweet-boiled;
medium-weak;	 sweet-boiled-half;
medium-rather-weak; 	 strong-sweet;
medium-half-boiled;	 strong-sweet-half;
medium-strong-half;	 sweet-weak;
medium-weak-half;	 sweet-weak-half.

The professional names listed above are basically characterized by the
quantity of sugar. This may be confirmed if we take the time to examine
at least the variations after with-a-little and plain. The adverb no).)4
(instead of izoX5) should by no means make us shudder. It suffices to
recall Vizyinos's term 7coDaxxatlivo (very, very poor). Moreover, there
are several additional, parallel characterizations which can render the
exacting demands of the coffee-fiend even more exactly. The stuffy, old
partisans of katharevousa called Turkish coffee amiable. The connoisseur
orders his coffee creamy or with-a-thin-layer-of-cream (as the iridescent
"head" of foam on the coffee is called). The Greeks of Turkey sometimes
gave names of Turkish origin to their coffees; they said: orta (medium);
acem-kahve (Persian coffee); sekerli-kahve (coffee with sugar); biyik
(large) ; tatli (sweet); etc.

Weak coffee is called water-broth or water-gruel, whereas a flubbed
coffee is termed black-broth.2 For the same disaster, the word burbling-
water may be used. Burbling-water is also employed to characterize thin,
tasteless soups. When a Greek wants to say that his coffee is too bitter, he

zRespectively, vepoCo,3t , veponpot5Tot, I.Lccup4o6p.t. Burbling water= vspopcoup-
!groat.
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exclaims: Poison! On the other hand, when his coffee is too sweet, he will
express his disgust with a Hifi! Sherbet! In prison, plain coffee is called
rowdy-dowdy.' Some coffee-drinkers will insist that their coffees be settled
before they are served. With such eccentricities, we have already broached
the legendary folklore of the coffee-fiend's finicky whims.

The coffee-field usually drinks extremely strong coffee. The coffee-fiend
wants his coffee in a thick cup, which will keep it warm, yet at the same
time not burn his lips. Before drinking his coffee, the coffee-fiend will
drink down a glass of cold water in one gulp. This not only washes the
phlegm down his throat (common folks mistakingly call it the larynx),
but also rinses his stomach so that the coffee's flavor may be wholly
appreciated. The slang expression, five puffs and a long sucking sip!,
shows how underworld hoodlums used to dring their scalding hot coffees.
Another proverbial expression (sip an' let 'er come") states, on the other
hand, that a first sip of coffee is sometimes all that is needed to blow a
fart. It is to be noted, however, that, to fart in prison while someone is
drinking his Turkish coffee, is considered to be a deadly insult (with
unforeseeable consequences). The coffee-fiend usually sighs deeply (. . .
ahhh!) after his first sip, and then immediately lights up a cigarette.
All of this is performed in an entirely ritualistic manner, accompanied by
a series of appropriate expressions.

Some people drink their coffees in wine glasses. Others will ask for a
double shot of coffee in a thick water glass. Many sailors drink their
coffees out of a glass into which they have also poured a little cognac.
Smymeans put tahini in their coffees. The monastic tradition at Mt. Athos
has developed its own coffee: there, the monks will put two or three
drops of ouzo into their brikia. What Greek doesn't know that one? But
N. G. Pedzikis coolly mentioned it twice, as if he himself had first dis-
covered it. Papadiamandis, in his story, 11 11STCOCSaliV1 (1909), writes:
large cups of coffee, monastic miracle. This monastic coffee (with the
aroma of ouzo) reminds me, in turn, of those delightful little Smyrnean
meatballs into whose dough a little raki is mixed, along with abundant
spices and aromatic herbs. Every coffee-fiend has his own personal way of
drinking his coffee. If the thick cup has a little crack in it, the coffee is
sent back. Some coffee-fiends insist that their coffees be brought to them
at once. If the waiter tarries, the coffee-fiend begins to grumble (What's
going on with that coffee? .. . What's the snag?). Other coffee-fiends
will wait awhile before ordering their coffees (but it is not known why).
Most coffee-fiends sip their coffees slowly, delicately, serenely, voluptuously,
soberly, or thoughtfully—to gladden their hearts. But there are also coffee-
fiends who gulp down their coffees hastily, to open their eyes and put their
gab in order. After a short while, such coffee-fiends will ask for a second
coffee. Some old-timers drank their coffees with a lot of milk stirred in

swarhatstog.
4Five puffs and a long sucking sip!=uivra Tim xaC put poiSpa! sip an' let 'er

come!=potkpa xe gpxrcac I
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(but here, dear reader, please do not think I am referring to the cafe-au-
(alt, which, incidentally, no longer goes by that name in France).'

As I have said, the coffee-fiend likes extremely strong, "thick" coffee.
This habit gave birth to the well-known joke that the coffee-maker spills
a little bird-shot into the cup to make the coffee "thicker." Strong, "thick"
coffee, when it settles, leaves thick dregs. This murky sediment tempts
the coffee-fiends as well, for, in fact, the majority of them will indeed eat
these dregs, either by licking down and around them with their tongues
or by poking their fingers down into the cup (such uncouth coffee-fiends
are by no means ashamed of themselves). Nevertheless, this custom is
slowly but surely disappearing. Finally, we should also recall two kinds of
coffee which are drunk unwillingly: first, the famous funeral coffee of
consolations; second, the equally cherished (by our villagers, that is)
coffee-sulphate. . . . 7

Preparation of Coffee

At the back of the old coffeehouses, there was, and still is, the bar-
counter, with its trays of sweets and bottles with special tops. On the other
side of the counter, against the wall, can be found the small fireplace.'
The coffee-maker' works there with his back turned to the room. The
coffee-maker's job actually used to begin at midnight. It was at that time
that the preparation of the fireplace for the next day began. In other
words, just before closing up the coffeehouse for the night, the coffee-maker
would sweep out the fireplace thoroughly, then fill it back up with char-
coal which had been crushed with a brick and then moistened well; then
he would place several burning coals in the front part of the fireplace,
covering both these and the moistened coals with ashes; then he would
cover the sides of the heap with two sheets of aluminum foil, which
would keep the fire burning slowly throughout the night; finally, he would
block off the fireplace's opening with a small piece of sheet iron so that
the coffeehouse wouldn't catch on fire.

The coffee-maker used to arrive at work at around seven o'clock in the
morning. The coffeehouse owner would have already arrived at the coffee-
house a short while before. The coffeehouse owner used to open the
coffeehouse shortly before dawn. The coffeehouse owner's first chore was
to take the piece of sheet iron away from the opening of the fireplace

°In Paris, at least, one asks for a cafe-creme.
°To go home immediately after a funeral is bad luck; consequently, a coffee

is drunk, namely, the xacpi; 	 notplyopcbtc.
'This is, peasants who fail to distinguish between sugar and copper-sulphate,

a white powder which is used as a fungicide. This coffee is called, in Greek,
xctcpdg W4 napcastov [Translator's note).

°The 'Ca} o!ig is the person who prepares the coffee; the xacpetVic is the owner
of the coffeehouse.
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and see how the fire was going. If, by chance, an early bird arrived, the
coffeehouse owner would prepare and serve his customer a coffee. The
coffee-maker worked from seven until noon. At noon, he would be replaced
by the afternoon coffeemaker. But here, I am speaking about the old days.
Today, the coffeemaker works regular hours. As for the yedeki, it is now
heated by gas. The yedeki is, of course, only the water boiler which is
located directly above the fire. But the word yedeki has a second, forgotten
meaning. A yedeki was an auxiliary horse which was attached to the cart—
but outside the "trace"—whenever the load was too heavy for one horse to
draw. The Turkish word yedek has these two meanings, as well as many
others.

The coffee-maker's job isn't as complicated as it looks. As he was pre-
paring his coffees, the coffee-maker used to keep his ears open and trained
on the room so that he would be able to hear the waiter's orders. But, in
today's large coffeehouses, the coffee-maker prepares several coffee-types
in advance; thus, when the waiter comes, all he has to do is to select
whichever of these typically-mixed coffees he needs. The coffee's prepara-
tion begins in front of the water boiler. The water in the boiler is very
hot, but never boiling. Boiling water curdles the coffee. The coffee is
prepared in the briki. The Turkish word ibrik means: the bowl that Turks
use in their purification rite before entering a mosque; the Turkish coffee-
pot; and a type of small caique (the vrikion of katharevousa-prone his-
torians). Brikia come in various sizes: for one, two, three, four, or five
cups of coffee. Brikia are made of tin and have long wooden handles so
that the coffee-maker will not burn his hands over the fire. The coffee
box is to the right of the water boiler. The cups are found to the left of
the water boiler. Near the coffee box is a glass; the "swizzle stick'"°
which is used to stir the coffee is placed there. Back in 1840, when
Andersen was in Greece, he saw a young boy stirring his coffee with one
such "swizzle stick." The coffee spoon is placed in the coffee box. This
small coffee spoon is indeed very small so as to permit the coffee-maker
to measure out the amount of coffee and sugar with great accuracy.

Now, here is how a Turkish coffee is prepared: the coffee-maker takes
the appropriate briki > turns to his right, and measures out the spoonfuls
of coffee and sugar > turns back to the water boiler, opens the little tap,
and lets the proportionate amount of water into the briki > stirs the
contents of the briki > sets the briki on the burning embers > awaits
the boiling of the coffee > as soon as the coffee boils (or swells), turns
to his left, and pours the coffee into the cup. If there is more than one
cup, the coffee-maker empties out the briki in two or three doses so that
all of the cups will receive a little foam. The briki naturally has a cleverly-
designed shape which, on the one hand, gets the coffee boiling rapidly
and, on the other hand, creates a lot of foam (or swelling). The height
from which the coffee-maker pours out his briki is also significant. As

101 have translated taapdxt. as "swizzle stick" because of the similarity in
shape.
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soon as the coffee-maker has poured the coffee into the cup, he washes
out the briki thoroughly, and then he begins to prepare his next order.
If the briki is not washed meticulously, the taste of the next coffee will
be destroyed. But the coffee-maker will only wash the brikia. Cups and
water glasses are washed by the coffee-maker's assistant. The water glasses
are first rubbed with a cloth, then dipped in vinegar, and finally rinsed
off under the faucet. But in the old days, before running water came to
Greece, the water glasses were rinsed in a large pail stashed under the
counter (need I say anything else?). Whenever the sight and smell of the
water in the pail became too much to bear, the coffeehouse owner would
take the pail outside and empty it out on the street to settle the dust. But
none of this troubled the apathetic gazes of the coffeehouse customers.

The waiter returns to the counter whenever he takes the unwashed
water glasses and cups back; at the same time, he picks up the last orders.
The coffee-maker immediately tells him which coffee is which. The waiter
then arranges each coffee-type on a predetermined spot on his tray so as
not to mix up the orders. Whenever the coffeehouse is particularly busy,
the coffee-maker lets the coffees fly," dipping the "swizzle stick" (but
just a wee bit, at most) into a cup filled with baking soda and a little
water, and then stirring the coffees with it. The result: the coffee swells
immediately but at the same time loses its flavor. This trick does not get
by true coffee-fiends, of course.

There is one basic secret behind the making of a good Turkish coffee,
to wit: the slowness of the cooking. In other words, the good coffee-
maker must necessarily be a patient coffee-maker. In order to make a con-
noisseur's coffee, it is necessary to heat it over a gentle fire for nearly
twenty minutes. At the same time, the coffee-maker must mix his coffee
ever so slowly; sometimes stirring with the "swizzle stick," sometimes
tapping it lightly on the bottom of the briki. Only in this manner will
the coffee take shape. For it must never be forgotten that making coffee
is as difficult as cooking saleps.

Reading Coffeedregs

Several superstitions are associated with coffee-drinking: when some
coffee is spilled in the saucer, we say, you'll make some money; when a
big blister is left in the bottom of the cup, some consider it to be distress,
others a sign that friends are coming; when a coffee cup breaks, it is a
very superstitious sign. Edmond About reports that, when the guillotine
was brought to Mesolongion in 1834, a coffeehouse owner smashed on
the ground the cup from which the executioner had drunk.

Such superstitions lead us directly into the art of reading coffeedregs,
where the coffeedreg-reader gloriously performs his tricks; that is, a few

uvi grneviEst xacpdbec.
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men are indeed able to read" the coffeedregs left in the cup. Coffeedreg-
readers must always be paid. Coffeedreg-reading which is not paid (at
least by an I.O.U.) will not take. The dregs are never read at night (they
won't take). Nor must the client of the coffeedreg-reader ever say thank
you, or the prediction will disintegrate and be lost. The Literary Soirée of
Timos Moraitinis took place at Christine the Coffeedreg-Reader's. N.G.
Pedzikis, in his Practical Knowledge (1949), wrote this phrase: settled
in the coffeecup—open road, great gate, news of someone, two or three
periods," distress or money, connection, wreath, and all of this mysteriously
unveiled. The coffeedreg-reader naturally does not use commonly-under-
stood words: he uses periods and connections. In 1915, the "Parrot Re-
view" played in Smyrna; the following little song was heard, apparently
sung by a coffeedreg-reader:

With coffee I can promise you
riches, even marriage;
an' my coffee's gonna be good
an' everything's gonna turn out fine.

Deep inside the coffee
whatever you want you'll find:
riches, youth, an' marriages,
an' all the love you can handle.

I've got a lotta clients
who pay me really well
an' all together shout like mad:
my darlin' coffeedreg-reader 1

The coffeedreg-reader reads the patterns left by the dregs. If a person
wants his coffeedregs read for him, he will turn the cup upside down
(after he has finished his coffee, of course), putting the rim of the cup
on the saucer's edge, and letting the dregs drain well. Then he will take
the cup over to the coffeedreg-reader. There are coffeedreg-readers so
renowned that some of their clients will come from the outskirts of Athens
to have recourse to their wisdom. Often, the client will have to wait
in line for a few hours—such is the crowd that might gather in the little
room around a famous coffeedreg-reader.

The coffeedreg-reader picks up his client's cup and begins to speak
with great authority, using professional terminology and expressions of
symbolic import. These words predominate: Great Face I Great Gate I
Meeting / Open Road / Luck / Riches / Death I Sickness I Blond

"In Greek, Xko •cdv xap&; but I am thinking of tealeaf-reading. Likewise,
mcpsimv.csia=coffeedreg-reading and xeccps ,*6=coffeedreg-reader.

"Something will happen in three periods, for example; but what length of
time does a period represent? One day, one week, one month, one year?...
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Woman / Words / Swordsman / Letter I News / Distress / Card
1 Hidden Enemy.

I have interpreted a few typical dreg-marks below in a small symbol-
table:

SYMBOL-TABLE

like a fork	 resembles
like a 4	 a Greek
= MONEY	 = LETTER

bubble at	 something
the bottom	 like a (10 or 11/
= GRAVE	 = DISTRESS

like a star	 resembles
or flower	 a crab
= DEATH	 = DEATH

a shape	 with wide
with teeth	 pantlegs
= FAMILY	 = WOMAN

lace all	 like a
around	 triangle
= ILLNESS	 = FACE or

MAN

an opening	 white line
= DISTRESS	 = OPEN
IS LEAVING	 ROAD
= PACKAGE	 = ENEMY WHO
AND A GOOD	 IS LURKING
CARD	 TO KILL YOU

tiny little	 white figure
dots	 = BLOND
= WORDS	 WOMAN

On August 31, 1969, I asked Convict Niko M. (a gypsy from Ayia/
Varvara/ Aighaleo—I shared a little cell with him in Salonica's New
Prison) to read my dregs for me. This was his prediction:

this week you have an affliction a distress which turns around
your mind in a Face rather Feminine you are thinking a lot about
making some sense out of it but however there is something that
restrains you something that dissolves about this question . .. a
Chance turns around you you will have favorable results very quick-
ly but however a Feminine Face will be sending you definite Words
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in a sealed Letter and it will say the Words which concern you
you however will agree with much with three things only will you
not agree . . . a Distress you will experience within the week but
it will be transient . . . many times you will want to climb up on
a level quickly or slowly rather very quickly however it is cleared
u you will succeed . . . now ... Properties are Money are Some-
thing are what affects your own Man for some Money in arrears
that you will have in a week at the most your News and Fortune
are always with you End.

It happens that I, too, know how to read coffeedregs. This is not some-
thing to hide. In prison, I read coffeedregs on many occasions for aged
long-timers whom I had never met before and yet who came to see me
from distant wings of the prison. I received them with mixed feelings;
but, naturally, I performed my duties with the utmost seriousness. And,
in the end, I, by no means, refused to collect the (obligatory) fee. Only
in this way was I able to maintain my persuasiveness. My client's problem
was to know the future. As for me, I was fascinated by the supersition's
power and mystery. Try as I may, I will never understand the folk
psychology behind such superstitions. Let me conclude this passage by
pointing out one very sinister possibility: if they secretly dislike you, there
are certain very evil-hearted old women who will spit in the briki as they
are preparing your Turkish coffee.

— translated from the Greek by John Taylor

This essay has been adapted from Turkish Coffee in Greece by special permission
of the author.
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GREEK POLITICAL LEADERS
ADDRESS GREEK-AMERICAN COMMUNITY

George Siantos, head of the Communist Party in Greece, has
taken cognizance of a suspicion frequently expressed in Greek-
American circles by advocating "punishment without mercy" for

A NOTE ON CLASSIFICATION

The O.S.S. employed three classification categories: SECRET, CON-
FIDENTIAL, and RESTRICTED.

The three-tiered classification system had been established by. the War
Department in 1917, and a regulation issued in September 1942 by the
Office of War Information had the effect of extending this classification
system to all non-military agencies.

As defined in a regulation issued in 1938, RESTRIC1 k.L), the lowest
classification was to be used on a document "when the information it
contains is for official use only or of such nature that its disclosure should
be limited for reasons of administrative privacy, or should be denied the
general public."

CONFIDENTIAL was the classification between RESTRICii1) and
SECRET, and it indicated the government's desire to protect a document
from public scrutiny.

SECRET was the highest classification until March 15, 1944, when TOP
SECRET was added to parallel more directly the British secrecy system.

Source: "The Development of Security Classification Categories for
Classified Information," W.W. Harrison Jr., Office of the Assistant Secretary
of Defense (Public Affairs), 1958.
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Bulgarian invaders of Macedonia and Thrace. Former Prime
Minister Kaphandaris has inveighed against the monarchy. State-
ments by other political figures in Greece, including Prime
Minister Plastiras, have been appearing in the Greek-American
press.

POLITICAL leaders in Greece have Long set a high value on the
opinion and good will of the Greek-American community. Consequently
it is not surprising that following the recent civil strife several Greek
politicians have now addressed messages of greeting, appeals for
support, or explanations of their policies and actions to their kinsmen
in the United States.

Headed by General Nicholas Plastiras, Prime Minister of the
Provisional Government, the list of those who have recently paid their
respects to this extraterritorial constituency includes Sophocles Venizelos,
who served as Premier of the Government-in-Exile for a short time
in the spring of 1944 and is still one of the leaders of the Liberal
Party; George Kaphandaris, Prime Minister for a brief period in 1924
after the establishment of the republic and now leader of the Progressive
Party; Elias Tsirimokos, former deputy and secretary-general of the
Union of Popular Democracy; Alexander Svolos, Professor of Con-
stitutional Law in the University of Athens and recently president of
the EAM-sponsored Political Committee for National Liberation; and
George Siantos, general secretary of the Communist Party in Greece.

Plastiras General Plastiras' brief message, published in the National
Herald 28 February, expressed his warm thanks to the Greek

Church, Greek diplomatic and other officials, and Greek-American
organizations and individuals for the telegrams of congratulation they
had addressed to him. He also seized the occasion to convey an as-
surance that he would do his duty to his country as he had in the past.

Venizelos Sophocles Venizelos, explaining the situation in Greece to
Greek-Americans through the New York Atlantis (5 Feb-

ruary), said that all Greeks now were leftists, if a desire for social
justice and the safeguarding of democratic liberties constituted leftism.
But his party wished social reform to be brought about by popular
authority and elections and not by violence and crime. He made a
special plea to Greeks in America—whom he loved, regardless of
whether they were Venizelists or anti-Venizelists—to get a proper un-
derstanding of affairs in Greece and to help restore that country from
its ruins. Venizelos advised Greek-Americans to devote themselves
more to their own work and to Greece and less to politics. In con-
clusion he urged the continuation of efforts for a general recon-
ciliation and the avoidance of new quarrels.
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Tsirimokos Elias Tsirimokos' message to the National Herald (14 Feb-
ruary), expressed his gratitude to that paper for "its sup-

port of the struggle of the free Greek people," and especially to the
publisher, Basil Vlavianos. Tsirimokos also congratulated Stelios
Pistolakis, president of the Greek American Council, and Eva Sikelianou
for their efforts in behalf of free democracy; and he thanked the Greek-
American community for remaining faithful to democratic ideals.

Siantos In a statement to the National Herald of 15 February, George
Siantos, generally regarded as the directing mind of the Com-

munist Party in Greece, and one of the EAM representatives at the
recent conference at Varkiza, cited the record of ELAS against the Axis
occupying forces. In the earlier phase of the occupation, Siantos as-
serted, ELAS had kept twenty-four enemy divisions engaged and after
the collapse of Italy, twelve German divisions. ELAS' munitions, he
continued, were ninety per cent spoils of war taken from the enemy.
Siantos reaffirmed the determination of the Communist Party to concen-
trate its efforts for [sic) the reestablishment of peace and the development
of free democracy in Greece. He also voiced that party's demand for a
speedy trial and exemplary punishment of collaborators with the Ger-
mans, asserting that delay would inevitably lower morale and cause
further dissension. Siantos specifically singled out the Bulgarian in-
vaders of Macedonia and Thrace as deserving of "punishment without
mercy." Crimes committed by ELAS members during the December
fighting were being investigated, and those responsible would be dealt
with in a fitting manner "because the High Command of EAM never
ordered the shooting of individuals arrested."

Svolos Alexander Svolos, speaking to the National Herald, praised
(16 February) the efforts of the Greeks in America in behalf

of liberty and democracy, and sent special congratulations to the Herald
and its editor and publisher, Viavianos.

Svolos assured Greek-Americans that he still held to his stand of
the past ten months. The interest of Greece on the eve of the European
war's end, he said, was to achieve internal order and national unity.
Therefore he welcomed the termination of civil strife and the Varkiza
Agreement. Many factors had contributed and many persons had been
responsible for the recent bloody clashes; but the causes must be
examined later. Now all must work for unity. Fascism under whatever
mask was henceforth unacceptable to the people of Europe; the future
belonged to democracy of the Left. Democrats of all the various parties
must agree to carry through the struggle for democracy.

Kaphandaris George Kaphandaris, who still cherished pleasant memories
of a visit to America in 1916, through the National

Herald (28 February) addressed a greeting to Greek-Americans, who
reflected honor on the name of their country of origin. The end of the
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sent by Plastiras which had reached this country but, under somewhat
mysterious circumstances, had disappeared before it was delivered.
Pending receipt of further explanations, Vlavianos said, he had not
yet made up his mind whether to go or not at this time; but his present
inclination was to decline.

Vlavianos is thought lately to have enhanced the reputation of the
Herald as well as his own prestige in the Greek-American community
through a series of journalistic successes, such as the recent publication
of Independence Day greetings addressed to Greek-Americans by lead-
ing personalities of Greece today.* Political rivals and enemies, however,
have looked with growing suspicion on Vlavianos' activities and have
questioned the motives inspiring his journalistic policy. It has all
been part of a campaign, they have said, by which he was seeking to
promote an ambitious political career for himself in post-war Greece.

Another charge, made by the Free Press (24 March), has been
that Vlavianos was "pulling wires" in an attempt to get himself ap-
pointed a member of the Greek delegation to the San Francisco Con-
ference. The paper expressed profound indignation at these efforts
and ridiculed the idea of having "a Communizing fellow-traveler"
participate in the Conference as a representative of the Greek Govern-
ment at a moment when his brother, Dr. Vlavianos, accused of col-
laboration with the Nazis and now being held in jail in Athens, was
about to be brought to trial for high treason.

*See "Liberal Greek-American Paper Publishes More Greetings from Greek
Leaders in Greece," FN Number N-252 of 30 March 1945.

CONFIDENTIAL

April 1945

FROM DUMBARTON OAKS TO SAN FRANCISCO

A Descriptive Bibliography
of Foreign Nationalities Branch Output

I. Dumbarton Oaks
II. Yalta

III. San Francisco

I.

A. Foreign Nationality Press Scrutinizes Dumbarton Oaks*
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1. United States Leadership in the Balance
Foreign-language press rises above partisanship in respect to
both domestic and foreign allegiances in discussing Conference.
American leadership praised, but its weakness in comparison
with diplomatic aggressiveness of USSR and Great Britain widely
remarked. American participation in a new League generally
welcomed. Some German-American papers see American people
deluded. Pro-Communists deliver all-out accolade.

2. Principles and Methods
A deficiency of ethical principles and respect for moral Iaw
among the participants is widely commented on. Cynicism and
despair characterize comments on the Atlantic Charter, especially
from papers concerned for the small nations. Two papers ask
bitterly: What has become of collective security? But most of
them do not criticize the method. "It was an auspicious be-
ginning—we can hardly hope for more."

3. Pattern of Reactions
The dominant role in the Conference attributed to the USSR
is welcomed by Communist-line papers, and accepted by a few
others including the Czech as an historic necessity, but viewed
in the great majority of instances with alarm. Polish-, Finnish-,
Baltic-, and Hungarian-language journals lead the attack on
"Russian imperialism." German and Italian papers ask whether
the Soviet Union and Great Britain have been "guaranteed"
spheres of influence. An "American sphere" is inferred by two
papers, and the French press warns that France cannot be safely
ignored in the emerging power picture. Groups whose home-
lands were excluded from the Conference appear to take no
stock in official assurances of the rights of sms11 nations in the
new security organization.

4. The Old League and the New
It is widely conceded that the new world organization projected
at the Conference is technically more flexible than the old
League of Nations, and that the promise of the use of collective
force will give it "teeth." But teeth to bite whom? German-
and Finnish-language papers envision an "international dictator-
ship" of the Big Three, and when they criticize the provision
enabling the Powers in the Security Council to veto action
against their own acts of aggression, they are joined by many
others.

5. Congress and the Peace Settlement
Little interest is shown so far in the ratifying powers of Con-
gress or in the authority of the American delegate, except as
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both may provide a check on our involvement in European
power politics. It is felt that before adequate machinery is set
up to enforce peace and order, there must be an acceptable
order. Nobody wants to sign a blank check. What assurance is
there that the weak and the minorities will be protected? Will
the international police be used against those who try to shake
off oppressors? Will the people, or only the rulers, be repre-
sented ?

B. Further Notes on Dumbarton Oaks

Czechoslovak
"The Czech- and Slovak-American Press on the Dumbarton Oaks
Conference," N-46 of 28 September 1944.

Czech-language papers made little editorial comment. Two Slovak
Catholic papers called for a world organization based on equal
sovereignty. Slovak separatists feared Soviet Russia and Com-
munism.

Finnish
"Finnish-American Press Debates the Dumbarton Oaks Conference,"
N-26 of 14 September 1944.

The non-Communist Finnish-American press, seeing little or no
hope for the small nations in the preliminary peace discussions,
found some comfort in Governor Thomas E. Dewey's statement
on equal soverignty in an international peace organization. The
Communist papers defended Russia's position at the Conference
and attacked Dewey's statement as "shameful."

French
"Discussion of Dumbarton Oaks," M-295 of 27 February 1945.

Speeches by Max Baer, Ame Leroy, and Paul Winkler.

German
"German-American Reactions to Dumbarton Oaks," B-256 of 6
October 1944.

With the exception of the Communist-line German American,
the German-language press either failed to comment or labeled
the Conference disparagingly a Big Three show. Diminishing
interest seemed to stem from preoccupation with proposals for
splitting up Germany or "de-industrializing" it.

Greek
"A Greek-Language Republican Paper Discusses Dumbarton Oaks,"
N-43 of 27 September 1944.

Although most Greek-American papers published news reports
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on Dumbarton Oaks, only the liberal-republican National Herald
of New York carried editorials. These started from the premise
that the small nations must have an equal vote in the future
world organization.

Hungarian
"The Hungarian-American Press on Dumbarton Oaks and the Small
Nations," N-27 of 15 September 1944.

Hungarian-American newspapers, with two exceptions (both
revisionist papers), believed the Dumbarton Oaks Conference
would protect the rights of small nations.

Italian
"Dumbarton Oaks as Seen by the Italian-American Press," N-40

of 25 September 1944.
Most Italian-American publications were cool toward the Dum-
barton Oaks Conference. Hope was expressed frequently that
the United States would speak in such a way as to win the peace.
Several papers quoted Governor Dewey to emphasize their fear
of a world in which small nations such as Italy would have no
voice. Strongest opposition to the Conference came from the
once-pro-Fascist papers.

Lithuanian
"Non-Communist Lithuanian-American Papers Skeptical of Dum-

barton Oaks," N-28 of 18 September 1944.
All but the pro-Communist Lithuanian-American newspapers
were convinced that the Soviet Russian delegation to Dumbarton
Oaks had no intention of respecting the rights of small nations.
Even papers which believed in the assurances of British and
United States delegates, feared that the latter would have a
losing battle to fight against the Russians at the Conference.

Polish
"Polish-American Press Reactions to Dumbarton Oaks Conference,"
N-38 of 23 September 1944.

Practically the entire Polish-language press in the United States
criticized the Dumbarton Oaks Conference, several papers in-
sisting that it was being conducted on the principle of "spheres
of influence." The only exceptions were the Ameryka Echo, which
usually falls in line with the KNAPPists, and such leftist papers
as Glos Ludowy and Nasz Swiat.

Russian
"Comment from the Russian-American Press on the Dumbarton
Oaks Conference," N-39 of 23 September 1944.
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Novo ye Russkoye Slovo (Liberal-democratic)—"Foundation for
a lasting peace"
Russky Golos (Communist)—"Complete unanimity of principle"
Russkaya Zhizn (Rightist) —"Big Power veto may mean armaments"
Rossiya (Czarist) —Lack of principle in American conduct of the
war [sic)

Spanish
"The Dumbarton Oaks Conference in the Spanish-Language Press,"
N-41 of 26 September 1944.

La Prensa, liberal New York daily in several editorials stressed
its belief in the necessity of endowing a future League with
greater powers and material resources than those possessed by
the old League of Nations, but showed increasing concern for
the small nations. La Opinion of Los Angeles and La Prensa
of San Antonio were hopeful. Traduccion Prensa of Tampa,
Florida, argued that the world must concede to the three Great
Powers the right to shape a future world organization. The
Socialist-Republican Espana Libre poked fun at the Conference.

II. YALTA

Bulgarian
"Bulgarian-American Press Discusses Yalta," N-222 of 10 March

1945.
Early comment in the Bulgarian-American press generally ap-
plauded the Yalta Declaration.

Czechoslovak
"Czechoslovak-American Views of Yalta," B-324 of 8 March 1945.

The Czech-language press and those Slovak-language papers
loyal to Benes were enthusiastic about Yalta. Most of the sizable
Slovak separatist press shunned comment; in the isolated in-
stances where editorial attention was given, Yalta was regarded
as a victory for Stalin. Noteworthy was the semi-official New
Yorske Listy's interpretation of the Declaration as confirmation
that Carpatho-Russia would remain a part of Czechoslovakia.

Finnish
"Finnish-American Press Criticizes Yalta," N-223 of 10 March 1945.

Of the sixteen politically significant Finnish-American publica-
tions only the three Communist-line papers fully approved the
Yalta Declaration.

French
"The French After Yalta," B-325 of 8 March 1945.
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Up to the very eve of the Crimea Conference, most of the French
in this country were sure that France would be represented, and
that the big task ahead would be to block the Junkers of the
Moscow Free Germany Committee. The reactions to France's
absence were mixed. While a minority blamed de Gaulle's
"Mussolinian" diplomacy, among a majority it was assumed that
the United States was responsible. There were bitter warnings
of Big Three domination and apprehensions regarding France's
colonial empire. Obviously unprepared for subsequent reports
that Moscow failed to support the French position, de Gaullists
were preparing to lean on the Franco-Soviet pact at San Francisco.

German
"Communist-line German-American Paper Reflects on Yalta," N-207
of 17 February 1945.

Dilemma of those disposed by their origins to be pro-German
and by their political thought to be pro-Russian. Headline in
the German American featured this assurance by the Big Three
leaders: "It is not our purpose to destroy the people of Ger-
many." "Statement of the Big Three on the Doom of Nazism"
then appeared under a deck reading "Paves Way to Freedom
for Germans."

"Conservative German-Americans Assail Yalta," B-335 of 21 March
1945.

The Yalta decisions, relating both to postwar Germany and to
other problems, were unanimously condemned by rightist and
Catholic German-Americans. Germany's death sentence had been
pronounced, it was felt, and the world was headed for another
war.

"Yalta and the German Refugee Left," B-338 of 24 March 1945.
The Crimea Declaration accentuated rifts and caused confusion
within all leftist German groups here except that centered
about the Jewish weekly Aufban. A suggestion by Professor
Siegfried Marck, prominent Social Democrat, that Social Dem-
ocrats relax their intransigence toward Russia was promptly re-
jected by his fellows. The Tillich Committee was divided. One
Communist leader admitted that Yalta had left "nothing we
can offer Germans here for the German future of the next few
years."

Greek
"Yalta and Varkiza in the Greek-American Press," B-319 of 2
March 1945.

Communist View: New era foreshadowed by both conferences.
So long as Great Powers "guarantee" democracy, no need for
separate resistance forces. EAM at Varkiza realized this. Liberal-
Republican View: Pleased by both conferences but not entirely
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reassured that British intervention and native fascism in Greece
are dead letters. Conservative-Republican View: How do the
democratic promises of Yalta square with Stalin's new "om-
nipotence" ? How can the EAM, though properly excluded at Var-
kiza from the Plastiras government, be kept from terrorizing
the plebiscite a year hence? Royalist View: Superficially pleased
by both conferences but with the same reservations as the con-
servative republicans. No mention of King.

Hungarian
"Hungarian-Americans Welcome Yalta," B-326 of 9 March 1945.

Yalta received a favorable reception in the Hungarian-language
press. The two largest dailies and one large weekly interpreted
the Declaration to imply that satellite states would be treated
in the same way as liberated Allied countries. They muffled
their dissatisfaction over Poland, Yugoslavia, and the emergence
of Russian power in Central Europe.

Italian
"Italian-Americans on Yalta," B-328 of 12 March 1945.

Italian-Americans could muster little enthusiasm for Yalta. Ab-
sence of reference to Italy and uncertainty as to her status at
San Francisco united the usually antagonistic conservative and
anti-Fascist publications in equally bitter denunciation. The
Progresso balanced criticism with eulogy. A few small papers,
neutral politically, joined the Communist L'Unita del Popolo in
giving Yalta unqualified approval. Salvemini and Don Sturzo
were depressed. Several Italian-American labor leaders, while
heartily approving the Declaration, noted that the moral for
Italian-Americans was united action.

Lithuanian
"Lithuanian American Council Sees Yalta Decision as Touchstone
for Lithuanian Independence," B-318 of 1 March 1945.

A majority of delegates to the executive board meeting of the
Lithuanian American Council saw in the Yalta Declaration a
possibility of claiming for Lithuania the right to a free election
after the war. A minority believed that Britain and the United
States had underwritten incorporation of the Baltic States into
the Soviet Union. The minority was persuaded not to attack the
Administration and to continue present moderate methods of
promoting the Lithuanian cause.

"Reactions to Yalta in the Lithuanian-American Press," B-321 of
5 March 1945.

The Socialist Naujienos, oldest and largest of the dailies, saw
hope in American participation in European problems but
warned against Big Three "realism." To its Right, the Catholic
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and the once-Smetonist papers were deeply pessimistic; to its
Left, the Communist-line press regarded the Baltic problem
"solved ... forever."

Polish
"American Polonia and Yalta," B-317 of 24 February 1945.

Signs of a break in the broad anti-Soviet ranks of American
Poles. Two important Catholic papers, and the Dziennik dla
Wszystkich, largest of Polish-American dailies, did not rule out
a "compromise" as a result of the nevertheless "painful" decisions
arrived at in the Crimea. At the same time, a group of important
Polish refugees and officials here is rumored preparing to sup-
port the projected Provisional Government of National Unity.
Among the more numerous elements which show no sign of
accepting the Yalta decisions, the attack is led by the Nowy
Swiat and the Dziennik Zwiazkowy—speaking respectively for
the "Eastern" KNAPPists and the more moderate "Western"
Polish American Congress group.

"Polish Citizens' Committee Assails Yalta," N-226 of 12 March
1945.

Activities of a new anti-Soviet refugee group which made its
first appearance in New York in connection with the drive for
a mass resolution in support of the London Government-in-Exile.

"American Polonia and Yalta: II," B-333 of 17 March 1945.
The main lines of division in the Polish-American community
noted in Part I have held. The community as a whole, be-
wildered and inclined to be resentful, continues to give the
London government its support. Several Catholic spokesmen,
anxious to secure an opportunity to do "non-political" relief work
in Poland, have advocated greater moderation. Some defections
from the ranks of the London government supporters are taking
place, and leftist activity reflects the increasing self-confidence
of the pro-Soviet element.

"Lecture on Yalta Decisions Regarding Poland," M-304 of 24
March 1945.

Speech by Henryk Fiojar Rajchman, former Minister of In-
dustry and Commerce in Poland and a member of the "Colonel's"
group.

"Polish Protest Rally," M-308 of 3 April 1945.
Speeches by Representative Alvin O'Konski, Francis Januszewski,
Alice L. Moats, Mrs. Maria Korpanty.

Russian
"Russian-American Reactions to Yalta," B-330 of 14 March 1945.

Behind the extensive and largely enthusiastic Russian-American
response to the Yalta Declaration could be observed a critical
attitude toward Poland, fear of Germany, but above all patriotic
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identification with the Russian "Fatherland." Criticism of the
Conference and the forthcoming parley at San Francisco (in
particular the proposed voting procedure) was confined almost
exclusively to the organs of the majority Social Democratic
faction and the die-hard monarchists.

Ukrainian
"Yalta and the Ukrainian-American Community," N-219 of 7
March 1945.

Bitterness and resignation appeared to underlie the relatively
temperate comment of the traditionally separatist organs. Little
sympathy was found for Poland in the anti-Soviet group, while
the pro-Communists prepared to welcome a new "democratic"
Poland.

Yugoslav
"American Yugoslays Reflect on Yalta," B-323 of 7 March 1945.

PRO-PARTISAN PRESS—Communist Papers: Both pleased.
"From now on Yugoslav problems will be settled in Yugoslavia."
Non-Communist Papers: All pleased. One welcomes broadening
of Anti-Fascist Council. Another sees symbol of "Vatican's
waning power." ANTI-PARTISAN PRESS—Serb-Nationalists:
Mixed reaction. Appeal to de Gaulle. Praise for Roosevelt. Con-
cessions by Russia acknowledged, but Tito remains arch-enemy.
Croats and Slovenes: "An act of God inflicted as a warning upon
erring humanity."

"Fourth Annual Conference of the American Slav Congress, Michigan
Section," M-307 of 3 April 1945.

Speeches by W. T. Osowski, George Pirinsky, Edward J. Jeffries,
Jr., Philip Adler.

* * *
Jewish

"Jewish Views of Yalta," B-331 of 14 March 1945.
Omission in the Declaration of any mention of Palestine or of
the plight of European Jewry, overshadowed Jewish satisfaction
with the general features of Yalta, and produced a voluble protest
from the Yiddish- and English-language press. Subsequent state-
ments by Churchill and Roosevelt whipped the community into
a fury in which disillusionment with past "promises" was linked
with a mounting protest against failure of Zionist leadership to
secure for Jews what Ibn Saud had succeeded in achieving in
"five minutes." The result was an appreciation in the stock of
the militant Zionist leader, Rabbi Abba Hillel Silver, and a
decision by the American Zionist Emergency Council to launch
a campaign for official representation of the Jewish Agency for
Palestine at the San Francisco Conference.
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III. SAN FRANCISCO

Albanian
"Albanian-Americans Look to San Francisco," N-247 of 28 March

1945.
The leaders of the Albanian-American organizations Vatra and
Free Albania are again at swords' points, but both groups share
a desire to have the Provisional Government of Albania under
General Enver Hoxha recognized by the Allied nations and in-
vited to send representatives to San Francisco.

Carpatho-Russian
"Carpatho-Russians and the San Francisco Conference," N-236 of
21 March 1945.

The Russophile American League of Russians and Carpatho-
Russians made known its intention to seek "rectification" of
Yalta at San Francisco. It will send a delegation there consist-
in of Adam Philippovski, Archbishop of the North American
Russian Orthodox Greek Catholic Diocese; Jacob Rusin, presi-
dent of the League; and the Reverend Roman Samilo, its sec-
retary. The Communist-dominated Lemko Association, once a
persistent popularizer of the idea of Carpatho-Russian union with
the USSR, had little to say.

Danish
"Danish-American Press Cool to San Francisco Conference," N-266
of 12 April 1945.

Fear has been expressed that the Conference will be dominated
by the USSR and that the small states will have little say. The
fact that neutral countries are not to participate has also been
criticized. Apparently none of the papers realized that Denmark
would not be represented.

Finnish
"The Finnish-American Press and San Francisco," N-273 of 13
April 1945.

All papers, save the Communist-line dailies, center on safe-
guarding the rights of small nations. Some hope that the "con-
stitution" to be adopted can be "rearranged" later.

French
"Robert Valeur Returns From France," S-140 of 4 April 1945.

Valeur reflected French discouragement with the attitude of
both Soviet Russia and the United States. It was far better, he
remarked, that France had decided to be "the most important
watcher rather than the least important sponsor" at San Francisco.
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"The French Language at San Francisco," N-269 of 12 April 1945.
The possibility that French will not be used as the official lan-
guage at San Francisco was greeted by the New York refugee
newspapers France-Amerique and Pour la Victoire with surprise
and resentment.

Greek
"Exiles From Greece Planning Return," B-344 of 4 April 1945.

Those considering a return include Basil Vlavianos, liberal-re-
publican journalist said by his political enemies to be seeking a
place on the Greek delegation to the San Francisco Conference.

Hungarian
"Hungarian-Americans and San Francisco," N-253 of 31 March 1945.

Editorial comment thus far only from the Communist-line daily
Magyar jovo and the conservative Szabadsag, largest of Hun-
garian-language dailies. The former declared it would seek a
place for Hungary at the Conference; the latter reassured its
readers that political and territorial matters would not be dealt
with at San Francisco.

"Hungarian Americans on the Eve of San Francisco," N-272 of 13
April 1945.

The pro-Communists appear now to have abandoned their
earlier pledge to seek "a place for Hungary" at the Conference
but the revisionists continue to agitate for Hungary's participa-
tion. Though the important conservative papers remain critical
of Moscow, they have joined with the Communist-line organ
in stressing the need for Big Three unity.

Italian
"Italian-Americans Organize to Demand Allied Status for Italy,"
B-345 of 6 April 1945.

The immediate goal is representation for Italy at San Francisco.
New committees have sprung into action and are conducting a
campaign of pressure directed at the President, members of Con-
gress, and the Department of State. Prominent conservative
leaders are crossing traditional political lines to work with Com-
munists and anti-Communists organized in two rival camps.

"Don Sturzo Sets Tone of Magazine Issue Devoted to 'Italy and
the San Francisco Conference,' " N-264 of 11 April 1945.

March issue of the liberal New York monthly Il Mondo almost
entirely devoted to the subject, "Italy and the San Francisco
Conference." Heading the resolutions featured are the "Mar-
cantonio Bill to Recognize Italy as an Ally" and a resolution
introduced in the New York City Council by Councilman Samuel
Di Falco requesting extension to Italy of recognition and an
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invitation to San Francisco. Don Sturzo lists and answers various
objections to Italian participation.

Lithuanian
"American Lithuanian Mission Prepares for San Francisco," N-232
of 17 March 1945.

The anti-Soviet Smetonists announce that election of a delega-
tion to the San Francisco Conference will take place in Wash-
ington 24 March.

"Lithuanian American Council Disturbed by Smetonists' Pre-San
Francisco Activity," N-255 of 6 April 1945.
The Council, a coalition including all elements save the anti-
Soviet Smetonists and Communists, fears that if the Smetonists
do send a delegation to San Francisco the public might confuse
them with the moderates, and that this would play into the
hands of "the pro-Soviet element."

"Lithuanian-Americans Speculate on Representation of Lithuania at
San Francisco," N-271 of 13 April 1945.

Report of rumors said to be circulating among Lithuanian-
Americans in Chicago, New York, and Cleveland, that the Baltic
States have a chance to be officially invited at the last moment
to the Conference. The USSR, the argument runs, may not at-
tend. Interest keenest among Smetonists, whose "delegation" is
expected to include Anthony J. Olis, P. J. Zuris, AI Kumskis,
and J. Bacuinas.

Polish
"Polish-Americans Plan Pre-San Francisco Protest Meetings," N-220
of 7 March 1945.

Plans for rallies and mass meetings by Polish American Con-
gress and Committee of Polish American Organizations.

Spanish
"Spanish Republicans Look Toward San Francisco," B-336 of 22
March 1945.

Belief that British and Catholic interests are looking to restora-
tion of the monarchy in Spain, and that this preoccupation may
in turn play into Soviet Russian hands, have combined with
fear that Franco may jump on the United Nations bandwagon.
Result: a stimulation of demands for representation at California.
Hopes for formation and recognition of a provisional govern-
ment revolve about conflicting attitudes toward Negrin.

"Leading Negrinist Here Discusses Spain and San Francisco," S-139
of 30 March 1945.

Alvarez del Vayo planning to be in San Francisco by 25 April,
in the double capacity of correspondent for The Nation and
representative of Negrin's interests.
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"Indaiecio Prieto to Attend San Francisco Conference," N-270 of
12 April 1945.

Fernando de los Rios, who has been in touch with Prieto since
his arrival in Washington, states that at San Francisco Prieto
will establish close contact with the delegations from South and
Central America as well as with the delegation from France.

Swedish
"Swedish-American Press Reflects on San Francisco Conference,"
N-263 of 10 April 1945.

Comment in the largely conservative Swedish-language press
critical but on the whole optimistic. Nonparticipation of neutral
nations appeared to be taken for granted and viewed without
resentment. Some isolationist comment.

Ukrainian
"American and Canadian Ukrainians Meet to Discuss San Francisco
Conference," N-267 of 12 April 1945.

Representatives of the Ukrainian Congress Committee of Amer-
ica and the Ukrainian Canadian Committee reported to have
met in joint session in Ottawa 27-28 March to discuss San
Francisco. Opportunity to propagate "the truth" about the Ukraine
and the Ukrainian "independence movement" was seen.

Yugoslav
"Serb-Nationalist Plans for San Francisco," N-254 of 3 April 1945.

Serbian nationalists in the United States, consistent critics of
Tito and Subasich, are planning to send a delegation. It will
include Mihailo M. Duchich, Louis C. Christopher, Bishop
Dionisije, and the Reverend Dimitrije Balach. Duchich re-
vealed that Constantin Fotich, former Yugoslav Ambassador to
the United States, would be there but would probably work in-
dependently of the delegation.

* *
Jewish

"Jewish Organizations Plan for Representation at San Francisco,"
N-233 of 17 March 1945.

At least six Jewish organizations are marking preparations to
send representatives. Should the Jewish Agency for Palestine
obtain some kind of official recognition, Zionist leaders say that
their organizations will refrain from sending separate delega-
tions to the Conference as long as non-Zionist groups also agree
to refrain.

"More Notes on Jewish Plans for Representation at San Francisco,"
N-246 of 27 March 1945.

Zionists: An intimation that Rabbi Wise might have received
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some assurance of formal representation of Jewish interests
during his visit to the White House 16 March. Agreement on
representation reported reached between American Jewish Con-
ference and World Jewish Congress. Board of Deputies of
British Jews coordinating its activities with the foregoing two.
Non-Zionists: American Jewish Committee to present its recom-
mendations and to consult with a delegation of the Anglo-Jewish
Association.

CONFIDENTIAL

Number B-350	 20 April 1945

CHANGE OF GOVERNMENT IN GREECE
LEADS TO GREEK-AMERICAN REALIGNMENT HERE

Publication in an Athenian royalist paper of General Plastiras'
1941 letter allegedly favoring German intervention in Greece
was denounced as a "royalist trick" by those Greek-Americans
who had hitherto supported the General half-heartedly or not at
all. Only the royalist Atlantis accepted the letter on its face
value. The fall of the government which followed, re-intensified
the monarchist-republican dispute here, and the liberal National
Herald charged that the crisis could not have been precipitated
without British assistance. Voulgaris' subsequent appointment as
Prime Minister has been coolly received by all elements, and there
is talk among liberals and leftists of a "republican coalition."

ALTHOUGH rumors of friction between Prime Minister Plastiras and
the Greek Regent, Archbishop Damaskinos, have been current in the
United States for some time, the fall of the Plastiras government on 7
April. came as a surprise to many Greek-Americans and caused a sudden
shift in political alignments.* Royalists, who had abandoned their old
hostility to General Plastiras and had turned to him to save the country
from EAM and Communism, reverted to their earlier attitude; while
Communists, who had incessantly demanded the government's resigna-
tion during its three months' tenure, denounced the "royalist trick"
which brought about Plastiras' dismissal. Liberal republicans rallied
enthusiastically to the side of the Prime Minister whom they had

*See FN Number B-291, December 1944, "The Black Cat Reappears," and Number
B-307, 25 January 1945, "Greek-American Comment on the Damaskinos-Plastiras
Government"
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hitherto supported only reservedly. Conservative republicans continued
to give the General their whole-hearted approval.

Plastiras' Letter Wide publicity was given in the Greek-American
press to the immediate cause of the government's

fall: the publication in the Athenian royalist newspaper Ellinikon Aima
of excerpts from a letter written by Plastiras 16 July 1941 to Prime
Minister Tsouderos through the Greek Minister to the Vichy govern-
ment, P. Metaxas. The General was quoted as saying that he had
advocated accepting German intervention in the Greco-Italian war and
as criticizing Metaxas for having involved Greece in a war with two
great powers. The Ellinikon Aima therefore demanded Plastiras' resigna-
tion on the ground that the letter proved him to have been pro-German.
Plastiras, in an interview with the Athens correspondent of the liberal
daily National Herald of New York, denied the charge that he was
pro-German, saying that he had not criticized Greece's entry into the
war against Italy and Germany, but rather Metaxas' inadequate prepara-
tions for a war which he knew to be inevitable. The full text of the
original 1941 letter was not published in the United States.

Greek-American	 Non-royalist groups among Greek-Americans de-
Press Takes Sides nounced as a flimsy pretext the use of the letter

to force the Prime Minister's resignation. The
Communist-line weekly Greek-American Tribune, long opposed to
Plastiras, was willing to believe (13 April) that "Plastiras' activities
in Paris during the German occupation of France were dubious to say
the least," but called the publication of the letter and its use in a
campaign against him "a conspiracy on the part of the royalists for
the seizure of power." The National Herald commented in an editorial
6 April, that it was inevitable that sooner or later the royalists would
turn against Plastiras since he was the chief obstacle to the return of
the King, but that the pretext of representing the Prime Minister as
pro-German evoked only disgust. The conservative republican Free
Press, 14 April, commented that the existence of the letter had been
known for over three years, but that only now had Tsouderos given
it for publication to the "royalist Athenian newspaper, Ellinikon Aima,
published by men of the dictatorship." The royalist Atlantis, after
refraining for several days from direct comment on the letter, finally
(10 April) devoted a full column to it, accepting the letter as evidence
that Plastiras had "considered the Greek resistance against Italy a
mistake" and attributed his alleged stand to defeatism rather than lack
of patriotism.

Monarchist	 The dismissal of Plastiras had the effect of re-
Issue Intensfied intensifying the monarchist-republican dispute which,

although constantly present as an undercurrent in
Greek-American political discussion, had been receiving less open at-
tention since the King promised on 29 December 1944 not to return
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before a plebiscite was held. Referring to the government crisis, Atlantis
remarked (6 April) that "today there is no longer any doubt that .. .
the speedy return of King George to his throne is a necessity." The
following day, the National Herald delivered a long attack on the
royalists who "as soon as Plastiras refused to become the instrument
for the return of fascism to Greece . . . assaulted him violently and
are now trying to overthrow him with every dishonor." The royalists,
in the Herald's opinion, would not have been able to precipitate the
crisis without the help of the British Government, "which had never
ceased to work to impose the King by force, whether material or
moral."

The New Government The appointment of Admiral Petros Voulgaris
as Prime Minister on 7 April, met with little

real enthusiasm from any Greek-American group, although royalists
were more favorable than others. Atlantis on 9 April prophesied a
short life for the new government but hoped that it would be able
to arrange for a plebiscite within two or three months and to prepare
the country for general elections during the summer. One of Plastiras'
Greek-American admirers expressed to this Branch his belief that the
Cabinet change had been brought about by the British, who chose
Voulgaris as a more pliable tool for carrying out their policy than
Plastiras had proved to be. The change was interpreted as a royalist
victory by this observer, who added that the leftists would have cause
to regret their opposition to Plastiras, and that although at the end
they had rallied to his support, they had been too late.

Republican One possible result of the latest government crisis that has
Coalition? been foreseen by some liberals and leftists is a coalition of

all republicans. On 10 April the National Herald wrote:
"Let us hope that the fall of the Plastiras government will lead dem-
ocrats to new ideas. It is noteworthy that the extreme Left has already
expressed its displeasure, realizing now, perhaps, that since Britain will
not permit the formation of a coalition government, Plastiras should
have remained Prime Minister." The Greek-American Tribune, 13
April, commented on a tendency in Greece toward "a realignment of
the democratic forces," rising from the "need of combatting monarcho-
fascism."

The Free Press has not subscribed to any proposals of concerted
action by republicans. Representing the most conservative of all repub-
lican Greek-American groups, it enumerated those responsible for the
fall of the Plastiras government as follows: the Communists, the Moscow
radio, the royalists, British leftists, and the less conservative members
of the Greek Liberal Party. Though somewhat noncommittal in com-
menting on Admiral Voulgaris' cabinet, the paper appears to accept it
as a colorless service government whose sole task is to see that a
plebiscite and elections are held at an early date.
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RESTRICTED

Number B-361	 19 May 1945

GREEK-AMERICAN PRESS DEBATES
YUGOSLAV REASSURANCES TO GREECE

Disavowal by Marshal Tito of Yugoslav claims on Greek ter-
ritory—"for the present"—and a similar assurance from the
Yugoslav Under-secretary for Foreign Affairs, together with re-
ports from San Francisco that Yugoslavia had demanded the
immediate opening of the pre-war Yugoslav Free Zone in Saloniki,
have precipitated Greek-American debate; liberals and leftists
have accepted Yugoslav assurances while conservatives and
royalists, fearful of Pan-Slavism, have treated them with suspicion.

CONCERN over what Yugoslav plans for an autonomous Macedonia
might imply for Greece has evoked from Marshal Tito and other
Yugoslav officials statements of reassurance which liberal and leftist
papers here have accepted at face value. The monarchist and con-
servative republican papers have not been satisfied, however, and find
ground for their continued apprehension in a reported Yugoslav demand
for immediate opening of the Yugoslav Free Port of Saloniki.

Yugoslav Intentions Toward On 12 April Basil Vlavianos, editor of
Greek Macedonia Debated the liberal Greek-language National

Herald of New York, published an
editorial calling for a clear statement from Tito or another responsible
official on Yugoslavia's position with respect to Greece. In answer,
Stoyan Gavrilovich, Yugoslav Undersecretary for Foreign Affairs, wrote
to Vlavianos saying that he was in a position to deny categorically
that Yugoslavia had any intention of encroaching on Greek territory.*

On 18 April, the day before the publication of Gavrilovich's letter,
the New York Times published an interview given by Tito while in
Moscow to the Times correspondent, C. L. Sulzberger, in which Tito
declared: "The question of territorial aspirations in the Greek section
of Macedonia is not of interest at present." While the date of publica-
tion of the Gavrilovich letter made it appear to be the more recent
word on the subject, controversy developed as to which statement was
definitive. The conservative republican Free Press (28 April) pointed
out that Gavrilovich's letter was dated 14 April, or two days before
Tito's statement. The Free Press, commenting at length under the

*See "Greek-Yugoslav Amenities," FN Number N-289 of 21 April 1945.
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headline "The Declarations of Gavrilovich which are invalidated by
Tito," dismissed Gavrilovich's statement as having "not the slightest
significance." Tito's remarks cancelled his Undersecretary's, the paper
declared, in addition to which it would be "absurd" to take seriously
"a declaration in the form of a personal letter from Mr. Gavrilovich
to Mr. Vlavianos."

The result of the two statements has been that royalists and con-
servative republicans, represented by Atlantis and the Free Press respec-
tively, have continued to be apprehensive of Yugoslav "designs" on
Greek territory, while the liberal National Herald and the Communist-
line Greek -American Tribune have accepted the assurances contained in
the Gavrilovich letter, asserting that the relative chronology of the
two statements was of no importance. The Tribune, 27 April, scoffed
at the "chatter about Tito's predatory designs" and demanded a Greek
"government which can inspire confidence in the friends of the Greek
people—the Yugoslays of Tito."

Two Statements Liberals and leftists felt their position strengthened
From San Francisco by two statements from San Francisco, one from
Bolster Leftists Gavrilovich and the other from the Yugoslav

Foreign Minister, Ivan Subasich. The former, in
answer to a question on Yugoslav-Greek relations, was quoted by the
National Herald (27 April) as saying that his letter to Vlavianos
covered the subject and that the fact that it was earlier than the Tito
interview was of no significance. On 4 May the Herald reported that in
a conversation between Subasich and the Greek Foreign Minister, John
Sophianopoulos, "Subasich reiterated the assurances of Gavrilovich . . .
that Yugoslavia has no thought of making claims against Greek ter-
ritory." Atlantis on the same day published the news of the meeting
between the two Foreign Ministers, but said that no details were avail-
able.

Yugoslav Demand for The National Herald and Greek-American
Opening of Saloniki Port Tribune, on the other hand, have been
Reported by Atlantis silent on a report from Atlantis' corres-

pondent in San Francisco (printed con-
spicuously on the front page of the 10 May issue) that the Yugoslav
delegation had demanded assurances that the old Serbian Free Zone
in Saloniki begin to function as soon as the necessary repairs had been
made to the harbor. "It must be observed," the Atlantis correspondent
wrote, "that such a concession today would have an unpleasant sig-
nificance, since the Serbia of that time was a friend and ally of Greece,
while on the contrary, the present Yugoslavia of Tito is occupied by
Russian troops, and intermediate Serbian Macedonia is substantially un-
der Bulgarian occupation. Consequently, the granting of the zone would
serve, not commercial needs, but broader political aims."
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CONFIDENTIAL

Number B-364	 29 May 1945

PRIME MINISTER VOULGARIS' REBUKE
TO GREEK-AMERICAN LEFTISTS

The Prime Minister's criticism of those who "have transplanted"
to America "our antagonisms and internal strife" caused the
royalist Atlantis to renew its attack on Foreign Minister Sophia-
nopoulos and led the Communist-line Tribune to assail Voulgaris
and his cabinet. Both Atlantis and the liberal National Herald
predict the early fall of the present government of Greece as
a result of the serious economic crisis there.

A MESSAGE from Prime Minister Voulgaris to the Greek-language
royalist daily Atlantis of New York, criticizing Greek leftists here,
provoked considerable discussion both in the United States and Greece.
Greek-American royalists used the Prime Minister's statement as the
occasion for further attacks on Foreign Minister John Sophianopoulos,*
while opponents of the Government weighed Admiral Voulgaris' ad-
ministration and found it wanting. Both Right and Left have predicted
the imminent fall of the Voulgaris government, but neither side has
so far offered a candidate for the succession.

Prime Minister's Statement In a dispatch from Athens, dated 18 May
and featured conspicuously on the front page,

Atlantis reported (19 May) that Greek public opinion was "uneasy"
over "telegrams and demands of the few EAMists in America who
have gathered in San Francisco." These "disturbers," said Atlantis, were
well known, and should not arouse Greek concern; nevertheless the
paper's Athens correspondent had called on Prime Minister Voulgaris
to learn the Government's views on the subject.

In reply, Atlantis reported, Admiral Voulgaris had issued a state-
ment expressing "deep regret that representatives of EAMist organiza-
tions, journeying to America, have transplanted there our antagonisms
and internal strife." The Admiral denounced these activities as harm-
ful to Greek national interests "especially since the accusations aimed
at the Greek Government are absolutely baseless." He rejected leftist
charges of terrorism on the government's part with the statement that
the only punitive measures being taken were those against ordinary

*See "Greek-Americans Debate Greek Delegation's Vote Against Argentina at
San Francisco," EN Number N-315 of 4 May 1945.
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crimes, which had been specifically exempted from the political amnesty
provided for by the Varkiza agreement. The Prime Minister declared
that freedom of the press and freedom of speech were being protected,
and that occasional infringements by government forces were being
dealt with. "Representatives both of the Greek and of the foreign
press," Admiral Voulgaris continued, "must face the Greek situation
soberly and impartially, and not spread unconfirmed information which
makes the task of national reconstruction difficult and harms the national
cause." The Prime Minister dosed with an indignant denial of the
charge that British soldiers had committed crimes in the December
civil war, saying that, on the contrary, they had protected the liberty
of the people.

Atlantis Interprets In an editorial on the same day, Atlantis elaborated
on the activities to which Prime Minister Voulgaris

referred, and assigned responsibility. The chief culprit, said the paper,
was Foreign Minister Sophianopoulos, who, "by his anti-Greek and
anti-American stand at the Conference, supported and guided the leaders
of the Greek and Greek-American EAMists in America." Another was
"one of the representatives of the press," formerly a doctor and
"ashamed to use his real name," identified by a friend of this Branch
as Costa Karageorgis, editor of the Communist Rizospastis of Athens
and representative of that paper at San Francisco. The editor of the
liberal party daily National Herald, Basil Vlavianos, "the Red Son
of Abomination from 26th Street," was also included among the culprits.

The National Herald has refrained from commenting on Admiral
Voulgaris' message, but both the Herald and Atlantis have reported a
wide reaction, both favorable and unfavorable, in the Athenian press.
The rightist Embros was quoted as approving wholeheartedly; the
middle-of-the-road Vona as blaming the EAM and considering the
Prime Minister's statement "natural" though unduly optimistic about
the situation in Greece. The centrist Eleftberia was said to have described
the message as "exaggerated," and the Communist Rizospastis to have
attacked it bitterly, calling Atlantis "an organ of Metaxas and the
royal dictatorship."

Communist-liners Most irate was the Communist-line Greek-American
Retort Tribune of New York, which published, 25 May,

a long article repudiating the Prime Minister's
charge that "EAMists from Athens" had stirred up Greek-American
opinion over events in Greece. Greek-Americans, the Tribune argued,
had been disturbed about the Greek situation ever since the establish-
ment of the dictatorship in 1936. The "EAMists from Athens" had
merely supplemented information from other sources and added weight
and authenticity. Incidentally, the paper said, Mr. Sophianopoulos was
not an EAMist, but he was the only liberal minister in the government.
The Tribune undertook to instruct Admiral Voulgaris, "the represen-
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tative of British imperial interests," on the "democratic sentiments" of
Greek-Americans, and to demand an explanation for his government's
conduct of affairs in Greece, reiterating many of the complaints which
precipitated the whole episode of the Prime Minister's message to
Atlantis.

A New Greek One of the Tribune's points of criticism was the
Government? "chaotic" economic situation in Greece, a condition

which has led both Atlantis and the National Herald,
as well as some Greek-American friends of this Branch, to prophesy
the fall of the Voulgaris government within a short time. No one
has ventured to predict who in this event will succeed Admiral Voulga-
ris. A Greek recently arrived in the United States on a government
mission remarked to this Branch that the position would be an unen-
viable one for any man with political ambitions, because until the
economic situation was straightened out no government could hope
to last more than a very short time. He expressed the belief that the
British were exploiting this fact when they supported General Plastiras
in December and January. As long as Plastiras, with his well-known
republican principles, remained in the background he was a threat to
the monarchy; the British had therefore decided to "wear him out"
politically by making him Prime Minister for a time and thus neutralize
his strong anti-monarchist influence. In this connection the Greek visitor
observed that "the real ruler of Greece today is the British Ambassador,
Mr. Leeper."

RESTRICTED

Number B-377	 13 June 1945

ATLANTIS CLAIMS CREDIT FOR INDUCING GREEK
GOVERNMENT TO INAUGURATE NEW ECONOMIC POLICY*

Credit for the Greek Government's action in raising the dollar
exchange rate was claimed by the royalist Atlantis which stated
that it had continued its editorial attack on the old rate in
spite of withdrawal of advertisements by American banks. The
liberal republican National Herald likewise appeared to have
suffered from the campaign. The latter paper has expressed
qualified approval of the new rate while the Communist-line

*See "The Dollar and the Drachma," FN Number N-312 of 3 May 1945.
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Greek-American Tribune has avoided direct comment though
continuing its general denunciation of the Voulgaris Government.

ANNOUNCEMENT 5 June by the Greek Government of new eco-
nomic measures including the raising of the official rate of exchange
from 149 to 500 drachma [sic] to the dollar, gave the Atlantis occasion to
boast that it had "won yet another of its many just struggles in behalf
of Greek-Americans and Greece." The paper has expressed renewed
optimism over the economic prospects for Greece under the Voulgaris
regime. While generally approving the new stabilization, none of the
other papers has fully shared Atlantis' optimism.
Royalist Paper For some weeks Atlantis had been conducting
Takes Exclusive Credit a pressure campaign charging the Greek Gov-

ernment with unfairness to Greek-Americans
and their needy relatives in the homeland through maintaining the
official bank rate of the dollar at 149 drachmas while transactions in
the illicit open market were realizing four, five, or six times that
amount, more nearly the true value. The paper 6 June therefore wel-
comed the announcement made by Kyriakos Varvaressos, newly desig-
nated Vice Premier, and Minister of Supply in the Voulgaris Cabinet,
and Director of the Bank of Greece, who stated that as part of a new
and drastic economic program exchange rates had been revised upward:
the gold sovereign would henceforth be fixed at 4,000, the paper
pound at 2,000, and the dollar at 500 drachmas; and recipients of
dollar checks who had been paid only at the rate of 149 drachmas
would be given a supplement of 150 drachmas for each dollar they
had cashed.

Atlantis asserted that it had called Varvaressos' attention to the in-
justice of the old arrangement and to the growing indignation of
Greek-Americans, which, the paper pointed out, he had had occasion
to perceive for himself during his recent visit to the United States as
a member of the Greek delegation to the UNCIO at San Francisco.
Through its correspondent in Athens, Atlantis stated, it had also brought
unremitting pressure to bear on Premier Voulgaris and Cabinet mem-
bers explaining the urgent need for solving the problem and the dan-
gerous consequences of delay. In this country Atlantis had "continued
its efforts to protect the interests of Greek-Americans, the Greek people
and the Greek State itself" despite the loss of thousands of dollars
through the withdrawal of advertising by certain banks which felt the
effect of the newspaper's campaign in the slackening and drying up
of remittances sent by Greek-Americans. Atlantis took pride in its
success, the editorial went on, and relying on the support of almost
the entire body of Greek-Americans, it would go forward in its struggle
to safeguard the moral and material interests of the Greek-American
community. In a special editorial note, 8 June, Atlantis expressed its
thanks to Greek-Americans who by letter, telegram, and telephone had
helped in the campaign.
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Atlantis Sees Voulgaris	 In a leading article the same day, the paper
Government Leading Way took an optimistic view of Greece's general
to Stability situation resulting from the vigorous meas-

ures initiated by the Greek Government in
its stabilization of the currency and of prices and in the imposition of
control over production and distribution of food and other goods. The
paper went on to praise the Voulgaris Government which in the face
of very great difficulties was steadily "leading the country into order,
peace, and creative work, and into constitutional and parliamentary
stability," and preparing the way for a plebiscite and elections. Previously
hostile in its attitude toward Varvaressos, Atlantis has apparently now
swung around to his support.

Free Press Approves The conservative republican Free Press 9 June,
Exchange Rate but implied general approval of the new exchange
Criticizes Varvaressos rate, saying that the old rate was "robbery" and

"confiscation," and had caused incalculable
damage to the Government's reserve abroad. The paper has continued
to be critical of Varvaressos and "his underling" Mantzavinos, Minister
of Economy in the Voulgaris Cabinet, implying that they were "financial
nitwits" or "dubious agents," and calling Varvaressos "destroyer" and
"criminal." The paper has condemned the "unimaginable failure" of
their policy and "that of their EAMist predecessors" as partially respon-
sible for Greece's desperate economic plight.

Liberal Republican Herald The liberal republican National Herald of
Gives Qualified Approval New York which has from time to time

criticized as unfair the arbitrary rate of
exchange, expressed (6 June) somewhat qualified approval of the new
rate. Pending the grant of an Allied loan to Greece and the implementa-
tion of the Bretton Woods agreement, the Herald said, it was impossible
to determine the real value of the drachma. Meanwhile the only com-
ment it would make was that the rate of 500 drachmas to the dollar
was "more nearly just than the preceding rate." The Herald has been
far less severe in attacking Varvaressos and Mantzavinos than Atlantis.
The Herald has made no reference to Atlantis' claim of having brought
about the Greek Government's decision.

Communists The Communist-line Greek-American Tribune of New
Cautious York has made no direct comment on the stabilization

of exchange in Greece; but in answer to a correspondent
(1 June) it accused the Government of "criminal action against the
Greek people" in fixing the rate of the dollar at only one-third of its
real value. More generally (25 May) the Tribune has charged the
Voulgaris government with wrecking the economic life of Greece in
the interests of British imperialism and British capitalists.
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Decrease in Ads	 An examination of the Greek-language
Consequence of Campaign papers mentioned above shows that from

25 April to 6 June the Greek-American
Tribune carried no advertisements of banks. In the same period the
National Herald published 26 display advertisements representing 3
different banks which featured their facilities for forwarding remit-
tances to Greece. During the same time the Free Press in its six weekly
issues contained 18 similar advertisements of 3 different banking institu-
tions. Meanwhile, Atlantis printed 20 displays of the same kind ad-
vertising 6 different banks. This marked a considerable decline from
the previous six weeks when Atlantis had carried 72 banking adver-
tisements of 8 different institutions. Atlantis was not, however, the
only paper to suffer since advertising of the same kind in the Herald
dropped from 55 during the six weeks from 14 March to 25 April, to
26 in the ensuing month and a half.

CONFIDENTIAL

Number B-383	 22 June 1945

AN AUTONOMOUS MACEDONIA

The prospect that a Macedonian state including Yugoslav and
Bulgarian Macedonia will be established as an autonomous unit
within a federated Yugoslavia, appears to satisfy Bulgaro-
Macedonians and Yugoslav-Americans of the Left, but to alarm
Greeks and anti-Tito Serbs. Bulgarian-American comment is al-
most non-existent. Tito's disclaimer of present interest in Greek
Macedonia was found insufficiently reassuring by the Greek-
language Atlantis but acceptable to the republican National
Herald. Macedonian nationalist Slays, on the other hand, felt
that an opening had been left by Tito to permit them to con-
tinue propagandizing for inclusion of Greek Macedonia in the
new autonomous state.

THE future disposition of the area historically known as Macedonia
is argued in the United States among Greek-, Yugoslav-, Bulgarian-,
and Bulgaro-Macedonian-Americans. Bulgaro-Macedonian- and Yugo-
slav-American leftists are satisfied with the reported agreement between
Yugoslavia and Bulgaria whereby Bulgarian Macedonia will be per-
mitted to join an autonomous Macedonia inside Yugoslavia. The
precise boundaries have not been delineated. At least superficially in
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agreement with the Communists are the Macedonian-American na-
tionalists of the Macedonian Political Organization, although their
claims as to what should constitute the federated Macedonian unit
go much further than either of the two former groups in that they
openly propagandize for inclusion of Greek Macedonia. The auspices
for such an entity appear at the moment to give the nationalists only
relative anxiety; Tito's projected autonomous Macedonia, they say, is
"generally speaking, right." Greek-Americans, on the other hand, fear
that creation of an enlarged Macedonia may mean the eventual in-
clusion of Greek Macedonia, which they insist is ethnically Greek.
Similarly hostile are the anti-Tito Serb-Americans who attack the crea-
tion of a Macedonian unit as a device on Tito's part to weaken Serbia
through amputation of territories which the Serbs claim are historically
Serbian.

The Extent 'What constitutes the area of Macedonia is defined in
of Macedonia the United States by the separatist Macedonian Political

Organization (MPO). For the HPO, Macedonia reaches
from the Serbian region around Skoplje to Greek Salonica, and from
Kavala and the island of Thasos in Thracian Greece west to Kastoria.
It includes the Maritza river valley which extends through Bulgaria
and Greece, along the western border of European Turkey. And it
includes a part of Albania in the Lake Ohrid region.

Bulgaro-Macedonian- and Yugoslav-American Communists accept
Marshal Tito's pronouncements on the subject, interpreting them to
mean that Bulgarian and Serbian Macedonia will be the components
of the new autonomous state. On the question of Greek Macedonia
C. L. Sulzberger (New York Times, 17 April) reported Tito as declar-
ing: "The question of territorial aspirations in the Greek section of
Macedonia is not of interest at present." But Yugoslavia, Tito added,
would not oppose the wishes of Macedonians to unite.

MPO Opportunism
Slavic Macedonian separatists, centered around the
MPO, who looked, in the past, to Hitler to

achieve their goal of complete independence,* now appear satisfied, up
to a point, with Tito's "autonomous Macedonia." The weekly
Makedonska Tribuna, organ of the MPO, on 5 April stated editorially:

It is expected that the Bulgarian part of Macedonia soon will
be united with the Yugoslavian part. The question of two-
thirds of Macedonia will then have been settled in the right
way, generally speaking. There remains the problem of the last
third, that is, of the part of Macedonia under Greek rule, which
is the principal focus of strife and disagreement. Also affected

*See "Bulgarian-Americans And the Macedonian Question," EN Number 189
of 13 May 1944.
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are the vital interests of the Southern Slays, who said that
Russian and English interests also clash in Macedonia.

On 26 April the Tribuna commented editorially on the Tito state-
ment to Sulzberger and drew the conclusion that "Yugoslavia is not
against the annexation of Greek Macedonia." The paper urged "all
Macedonians" to keep this question open and reasoned that both
Yugoslavia and Bulgaria would insist on a unified Macedonia, includ-
ing Greek Macedonia, because "a South Slav federation must at all
costs have an exit on the Aegean, and this without the inclusion of
Greek Macedonia cannot be realized."

Bulgarian-Language Bulgarian-Americans who speak through the moder-
Paper Reticent atedly [sic) nationalist semi -weekly Naroden Glas of

Granite City, Illinois, have been extremely reticent
about the question of Macedonia. The Glas on 13 April carried under
a Moscow dateline a report that Greek Macedonia was to become a
part of the new Macedonia "now with Yugoslavia," but made no
comment. The same paper reported (20 April), again with no editorial
expression, that Marshal Tito had "confirmed" that Yugoslavia did not
aspire to Greek Macedonia but that if "the Greek Macedonians wish
to join, Yugoslavia will offer no opposition."

Serb-Americans Attack An autonomous Macedonia forming a part of
Autonomous Macedonia a federated Yugoslavia is anathema to those

Serb-Americans centered in the Serb National
Federation of Pittsburgh and the Serbian National Defense Council of
Chicago Tenacious partisans of General Draza Mihailovich and the
cause of Serbian nationalism, they contend that creation of a Macedonian
state is a device "to weaken Serbia." The daily Amerikanski Srbobran,
organ of the Serb National Federation, commented 20 April that

the whole world knows that the area which some today call
Macedonia is a part of Serbian territory. . . . Present day Mace-
donia is an integral part of Serbdom and Serbia, both ethnically
and geographically. . . . Macedonian Slays were always Serbs. . .
Greeks, Bulgarians, and Turks came . . as oppressors . . .
Serbs were always defenders.

A like thesis was advanced in a pamphlet, "The Political Situation
in Yugoslavia Today," by Constantin Fotich, former Yugoslav Am-
bassador to Washington, and a member of the Central National
Committee of Yugoslavia, Mihailovich-created organization. Partition of
Serbia, Fotich wrote, "will be particularly resented by the Serbs, who
fought three victorious wars (1912, 1913, 1914-1918) with untold
sacrifices . . . to liberate these provinces from the Turkish Empire and
to unite them with Serbia." The pamphlet, which repeatedly insists that
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the creation of an autonomous Macedonia is part of Tito's "master plan
to make the Serbs the weakest element in Yugoslavia," asserts that this
territory "was an integral part of the pre-war Kingdom of Serbia since
1913" and the "Serbian people, who constitute a large part of the so-
called 'autonomous Macedonia,' did not have any say in its creation."
Fotich argued further that "The Serbs are bound to feel that they have
been deliberately cut away from a part of the territory which is so dear
to them and with which they have been connected for centuries. They
will never be reconciled to a solution which meets completely the funda-
mental Bulgarian conception."

The Serbian-American objection to the creation of an autonomous
Macedonia was paralleled in the religious sphere by the refusal of
Bishop Dionisije, head of the Serbian Orthodox Church in the United
States, to acknowledge the separation from the Serbian Orthodox Church
in Yugoslavia of the Macedonian Orthodox Church. In an article
published 3 May in the weekly Ujedinjeno Srpstvo of Chicago the
Bishop expressed concern over the separation and called it a "schism."
He said:

No Serb Orthodox prelate can accept this schism without protest.
The Macedonian 'Congress' or whatever church meeting it was,
had no power to sever the ties with the Serb Mother Church
which was born in and survived through many centuries in the
regions of the present autonomous Macedonia. Whatever polit-
ical divisions may be made in Yugoslavia, they cannot change
the unity of the Serbian Orthodox Church.

A Greek View Professor George P. Michaelides, who teaches history
of Macedonia and international relations in Cleveland College and

Schauffer College, both of Cleveland, expressed to
a representative of this Branch a Greek view of the Macedonian ques-
tion. "There is no such thing as Macedonia. So far as a separate
nationality is concerned it does not exist. The Macedonian national
movement," he said, "was manufactured in Bulgaria to promote un-
rest in other countries. The purpose was not an independent Macedonia
but a Macedonia attached to Bulgaria." The exchange of Greek and
Bulgarian populations in 1924, he added, made, the "character of this
geographical area ninety-five per cent Greek."

"I don't believe that the Greeks are afraid of the Macedonian
movement," Michaelides went on. "The thing that worries the Greeks
now is not Macedonian agitation or Bulgarian propaganda but Tito's
aims." Supported by Russia, a strong Yugoslavia led by Tito would
seek to incorporate "all the geographical area known as Macedonia in
federated Yugoslavia." "He [Tito] proposed to . . take Salonica."
Michaelides asserted that he attributed recent political developments in
Greece to a Greek-held belief that the British would help "keep the
Russians and Yugoslays out."
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Greek -Language	 The Sulzberger dispatch mentioned above was
Press on Macedonia prominently displayed by the monarchist daily

Atlantis (18 April) under the banner, "Tito's
Denial Confirms His Territorial Aspirations on Greek Macedonia."
The liberal daily, National Herald of New York, interpreted the
dispatch differently. Under the head, "Tito Does Not Claim Any Greek
Territories," the paper cautiously noted: "We do not know whether
the ambiguity of the . . . statement is to be attributed to Tito or to
the person who communicated it."

The following day (19 April) the National Herald published an
official disclaimer of Yugoslav designs on Greek Macedonia addressed
by Stoyan Gavrilovitch, Yugoslav Under Secretary for Foreign Affairs,
to Basil Vlavianos, editor of the Herald.* Gavrilovich declared:

The frequent rumors about Yugoslav intentions of creating a
Macedonian State which would include Greek Macedonia with
Salonica, are folly. . . . I am in a position to declare most
categorically that in responsible Yugoslav circles there exist no
such plans. Even Macedonians themselves have told me that these
stories are the result of machinations of the enemies of the
Balkan peoples. . . . the policy of our national government
under Marshal Tito is definitely opposed to any encroachment
on Greek territory.

*See "Greek-Yugoslav Amenities," FN Number N-289 of 21 April 1945.

CONFIDENTIAL

Number B-384	 23 June 1945

TERRITORIAL CLAIMS AS AMMUNITION
IN GREEK-AMERICAN POLITICAL CONFLICT

A reported disclaimer by Greek Communists to areas within
the Albanian-Yugoslav and Bulgarian borders has led to rightist
charges of "betrayal." In rebuttal the pro-Soviet papers here
professes [sic] to see in conservative lukewarmness to claims to
Cyprus and Turkish Thrace a desire not to "offend" Great
Britain and Turkey.

THE national claims of Greece, on which all parties are fundamentally
agreed and in which Greek-Americans are intensely interested, are now
being used as political weapons in the never-ending struggle between
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Right and Left. The royalist and conservative republican Greek-Ameri-
can press has accused the extreme Left of selling out northern Greece
to Russia, while Communists have put forth a demand of their own
for Turkish Thrace, and have asked why the "pro-British Right" has
laid so little emphasis on the Greek claim to Cyprus.

Greek-American attitudes toward the four principal Greek territorial
aspirations were reported by this Branch two years ago.* The basic
viewpoint has remained unchanged, but the use to which these ques-
tions are being put is new, and apparently corresponds to similar
maneuvers in Greece.

Rightists Charge	 The charge of the rightists that "Red inter-
Communist "Betrayal" nationalists" were willing to sell out their

country to "Slavic imperialism" is by no means
new, but the territorial issue in its new guise as a political weapon
wielded by both Right and Left was raised intensively by the Greek-
American press only after the reappearance on the Greek political scene
of Nicholas Zachariades, Secretary and actual leader of the Greek Com-
munist Party, recently liberated from Dachau. During a stop-over in
Paris the Communist leader was interviewed by a correspondent of the
right-wing Athenian newspaper Embros who quoted him, (as reported
in Atlantis of New York 28 May) as saying that "Greek daims to
Northern Epirus and Eastern Roumelia are dangerous for the peace of
the Balkans." The next day Atlantis declared that if further proof
were needed that Greek Communists were engaged in sinister bargain-
ing with Albanians and Bulgarians, Zachariades' statement was suf-
ficient. It showed that the Communists in Greece "do not approve
the Greek claims to Northern Epirus and the territories which insured
Greece against invasion by Bulgarian barbarians." Zachariades [sic) "be-
trayal," said Atlantis, had roused a storm of protest from all parties except
one—that of Foreign Minister Sophianopoulos—and had convinced them
that no other party should have anything to do with the Communist [sic).

Liberal Paper The liberal National Herald of New York 31 May,
Also Critical was also critical of Zachariades and suggested that he

was out of touch with public opinion in Greece, and
even with the views of the Communist Party. On the other hand, the
Herald said, Eastern Roumelia [southeastern Bulgaria) had never been
included among Greece's formal territorial demands, and although a

*See FN Number 139 of 8 July 1943 "Greek Territorial Aspirations: I.
Cyprus"; Number 142 of 22 July 1943, "Greek Territorial Aspirations: II.
The Dodecanese"; Number 150 of 15 September 1943 "Greek Territorial As-
pirations: III. Northern Epirus"; and Number 153 of 29 September 1943,
"Greek Territorial Aspirations: IV. The Macedonian-Thracian Border." Recent
Greek-American apprehensions regarding Tito's plans for Macedonia were
reported by this Branch in FN Number B-383 of 22 June 1945, "An Autonomous
Macedonia."
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good case could be made for the claim the paper agreed with Zachariades
that its presentation now would be untimely and dangerous for Balkan
peace.

Communist On 31 May in its news dispatches from Athens the
Explanations National Herald published an explanation given by

Zachariades on his arrival there. Embros' Paris corres-
pondent, he said, had told him that Greek armies were poised on
the Greek-Albanian frontier, ready to march into Northern Epirus, and
it was such a forcible solution of the problem that he had condemned.
The Communist Party in Greece also issued a statement, published in
the Greek-American Tribune, 8 June, saying that the Communist Party
was opposed to the seizure of Northern Epirus by force; nevertheless,
"if a majority of the democratic world should decide on the im-
mediate occupation of Northern Epirus, the Communist Party would
go along with that decision."

In spite of these explanations, however, the anti-Communist press
has continued to attack Zachariades and the Communists. The royalist
California, 7 June, accused them of having only one purpose—treachery
toward the Greek people—and of planning "to hand over Northern
Epirus and Macedonia to Hoxha's Albanians and Dimitroff's Bul-
garians."

The Greek-American Tribune, pouring scorn on the alleged effort
of the rightists to monopolize Greek national claims, pointed with
pride (8 June) to an official statement of EAM's territorial aspira-
tions which had recently been released in Athens. These included union
of Cyprus and the Dodecanese with Greece, revision of the Greek-
Bulgarian frontier, and extension of Greece into Northern Epirus and
Eastern Thrace, "since Turkey has followed a two-sided policy during
the war."

Demand for The introduction of the demand for Eastern Thrace—
Turkish Thrace which, it has been suggested by anti-Communists,

may have been invented in an effort to turn the
rightists' own weapon against them and to divert attention from the
Macedonia-Northern Epirus question—was enthusiastically defended by
the Tribune. The chief reasons given were that Turkey had not honored
her alliance with Greece, had stripped Greek refugess arriving in
Turkey of their possessions, and had brought financial ruin on thou-
sands of Greeks by exorbitant and discriminatory taxation. No ethnic
or geographic arguments were adduced to support the claim.

The anti-Soviet Free Press, 9 June, interpreted the demand as "a
new Russian move designed to isolate Greece by driving a wedge into
Greco-Turkish relations." Atlantis also, 8 June, condemned the Com-
munists for advancing the claim, saying that they were trying to disrupt
Greco-British friendship and to stir up hostility in Turkey against Greece.
Greece, said Atlantis, was "surrounded by enemies" and the paper ac-
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cused "internationalists in Greece" of trying to undermine that country's
last two props, Britain and Turkey, "because these two countries are the
only obstacles to the expansion of Red Slavic imperialism over the entire
Balkans and the Near East."

Cyprus and the Cyprus, always high on the list of unsatisfied Greek
Dodecanese aspirations, has recently been neglected by the royalist

and conservative Greek-American press. The Greek-
American Tribune, continuing its comment on the official EAM program,
took note of the royalists' lukewarm position. "Why," the Tribune asked,
"do the champions of the Great Idea, who handed over all of Greece
to the Germans, Bulgarians and Italians—and later also to Scobie—, why
do they not demand Cyprus and Eastern Thrace? The answer is that we
must not offend our Protrectress [sic) Britain or our ally, Turkey." On
another page of the same issue Zachariades was quoted as telling news-
paper reporters that he had been impressed by the fact that the rightist
press of Athens had made no mention of Cyprus in its demands for terri-
torial concessions to Greece.

The demand that the Dodecanese be united with Greece is unanimous
among all parties and has provoked no argument except appeals for its
speedy realization. Atlantis has occasionally suggested that a Russian desire
to control the Eastern Mediterranean was responsible for the fact that the
islands had not already been handed over to Greece* but most comment
on the subject, in papers of all hues, has been confined to emphasizing
the Greek character of the Dodecanese and the "great desire" of its
inhabitants to be joined with Greece.

*See EN Number N-333 of 23 May 1945, "Russia and the Dodecanese."

RESTRICTED

Number B-390	 19 July 1945

SOPHIANOPOULOS AND THE GREEK-AMERICAN
COMMUNITY

The Greek Foreign Minister has been hospitably received on his
visit to the Greek-American communities in Chicago and New
York. An incident arising out of Sophianopoulos' appearance in
Chicago, however, has been made the occasion for a sustained
campaign of attack against him in the royalist Atlantis.

ON HIS eastward journey from San Francisco, where he headed the
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Greek delegation to the UNCIO, John Sophianopoulos, Greek Minister
of Foreign Affairs, had promised to attend as guest of honor and to
address a mass rally of the Greek-American colony of Chicago on 4 July,
and to be present at a dinner tendered him by the AHEPA societies of
the Chicago district on 5 July. When Sophianopoulos and the other
members of the delegation arrived in Chicago 3 July, however, the Minis-
ter of Foreign Affairs was informed that Secretary of State Byrnes would
see him in Washington on the morning of 4 July and that President
Truman would receive him at 11:30 on the fifth. Sophianopoulos there-
fore went on directly to Washington, cancelling his engagement for the
fourth and leaving Ambassador John Politis, a member of the delegation,
to speak in his stead and to represent him at the Greek-American meeting.
This gathering, which was held in Medinah Temple with an attendance
of some 2,500 under the sponsorship of the Greek War Relief Associa-
tion, American Friends of Greece, all the Greek-American church com-
munities of Chicago and many other organizations, was informed merely
that Sophianopoulos had been called to Washington on urgent business.
After his conference with President Truman 5 July, Sophianopoulos imme-
diately boarded a plane and returned to Chicago in time to attend the
AHEPA dinner that evening where he addressed an audience of more
than 1,300 at the Stevens Hotel.

Indignation Some of the leading Greek-Americans of Chicago who
in Chicago had organized the mass rally on the fourth were much

disappointed at Sophianopoulos' failure to appear; and
their disappointment changed to indignation when they learned that
he had come back for the AHEPA dinner. They expressed the opinion
that the Foreign Minister had openly shown partiality by attending
a restricted function of one organization instead of the larger gather-
ing of the entire Greek-American colony. At this juncture Basil Vlavianos,
editor of the New York liberal daily National Herd who had accompanied
Sophianopoulos, arranged a small luncheon at the Stevens Hotel 6 July
to which he invited the chief organizers of the 4 July meeting. They
were given an opportunity for an extended talk with Sophianopoulos and
their ruined feelings were soothed when the circumstances of the Presi-
dent's invitation were explained to them.

Royalist Paper Meanwhile the conservative royalist daily Atlantis
Charges "Contempt" of New York, which has been conducting a sus-

tained campaign of attack on Sophianopoulos,*
charging him with "leftist sympathies" and "leftist actions" and calling
him "a supporter of the EAMists of the United States," learned of the
contretemps at Chicago. In its news columns 6 July Atlantis reported that
Sophianopoulos had departed hastily from Chicago leaving the other

*See FN Numbers N-315 of 4 May 1945, "Greek-Americans Debate Greek Dele-
gation's Vote Against Argentina at San Francisco" and B-364 of 29 May 1945,
"Prime Minister Voulgaris' Rebuke to Greek-American Lefists."
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members of the delegation to attend the functions that had been arranged.
On the seventh Atlantis printed on its front page a long letter signed by
E. M. Konstantopoulos, former publisher of the defunct Hellas of
Chicago, accusing Sophianopoulos of "unseemly behavior" toward the
Chicago Greek-Americans. "His preference, as Greek Minister of Foreign
Affairs, for the fifth columnists of a bloody Slavic dictatorship," the letter
declared, "and his rude contempt for the great body of national-minded
Greek-Americans in Chicago, showed beyond any doubt his secret designs
to attain the premiership of the Greek Government with the help of
anti-national elements."

Foreign Minister In an editorial the same day Atlantis said that "after
Linked to lighting a destructive fire of division among the good
Communists Greek-Americans of California the indescribable Min-

ister had now also upset the Greek-Americans of
Chicago . . . where he went to strengthen the Communists or friends of
EAM." Disregarding the organized body of Chicago Greek-Americans,
Atlantis went on, he "thought only the leftists and Russophiles worthy
of attention. He sent Mr. Politis to represent him at the great assembly
in Mackinac Temple [sic. The meeting was actually held in Medinah
Temple) while he departed hurriedly in order to return to participate in
the dinner organized by one faction of AHEPA and to receive as a
gift a beautiful watch." His speech, Atlantis concluded, consisted of the
usual worn-out hypocritical phrases, and he went away leaving behind
him "dissatisfaction, disputes and inflamed spirits, as evidence of his
turn of mind and sentiments."

Atlantis has not disclosed the reason for Sophianopoulos' urgent trip
to Washington; it has never mentioned his meeting with President
Truman, nor did it publish the official communique issued by the White
House after that meeting. It has likewise ignored Sophianopoulos' visit
with Secretary Byrnes, and his talks with leading American political fig-
ures such as former Secretary Stettinius, Senators Connally, Barkley, and
Greene, Speaker Rayburn, and high UNRRA officials, all of which have
been featured in the Herald.

Atlantis has continued to denounce Sophianopoulos in almost every
issue; and the report that he and the Greek delegation were planning to
spend a few days in New York before departing for Greece evoked an
especially caustic editorial. The paper prophesied (11 July) that the
Greek-Americans of New York would pay no attention to the Foreign
Minister's visit, since they remembered how "inconsiderately" and "shab-
bily" he had behaved toward them and toward the Archbishopric when
he passed through on his way to San Francisco. The organizations, the
church communities, the Greek War Relief Association, and all who had
any dignity and any Greek conscience would ignore him, the paper said.
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Two Dinners	 The National Herald reported 13 July that Spyrous [sic)
Contribute to	 Skouras, president of the Greek War Relief Association,
Controversy had given a dinner in honor of Sophianopoulos at the

Hotel St. Moritz 12 July. Among those attending the
paper listed Archbishop Athenagoras, Harold Vanderbilt, honorary vice
president of the Greek War Relief Association, Ambassador Diamanto-
poulos and other Greek officials in this country, the officers of the Greek
War Relief Association and many members of the Greek-American com-
munity. On this occasion Sophianopoulos presented to Mr. Vanderbilt
a diploma and a medal conferring upon him honorary citizenship of
Athens.

Referring to this dinner 13 July, Atlantis compared Sophianopoulos to
an Artabazos or a Mardonius, one of those ancient Persian satraps who
in their tours of Ionia were always accompanied by a swarm of courtiers
and satellites who arranged "local" welcoming receptions and banquets
for their lords. In these times too, Atlantis said, there were a few Greeks
without national consciences or who looked out only for their own
material interests.

A dinner for the Greek Foreign Minister was given 13 July by the
well-known shipowner Michael Embiricos, at the Waldorf-Astoria. Ac-
cording to the National Herald (14, 16 July) it was attended by many
of the leaders of the Greek-American organizations in New York and by
distinguished members of the community; and the speeches of Embiricos
and Sophianopoulos were reported at length. Atlantis, 14 July, compared
it to the parable of the wedding feast in the New Testament: When
those invited declined to come, friends of His Excellency tried to gather
together an assembly from the highways and byways so that no plush
chairs should be vacant in the gold and purple room. Toasts were drunk
in champagne, Atlantis said, to the American people, President Truman
and the Greek people, but not to the King of the Hellenes.

The National Herald reported 13 July and repeated the next day that
during his sojourn in New York Sophianopoulos and the Yugoslav
Undersecretary of Foreign Affairs, Stoyan Gavrilovitdi, were to meet to
settle outstanding difficulties and to re-establish normal diplomatic rela-
tions between the two countries. Atlantis has carried no mention of this
matter.

CONFIDENTIAL

Number B-394	 21 August 1945

THE BRITISH ELECTIONS IN THE
GREEK-AMERICAN PRESS

Greek-American press comment on the British elections was
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focussed on their probable effect on the Greek internal situation.
Liberals and leftists foresaw the doom of the monarchy, while
royalists hopefully predicted that British policy toward Greece
would remain unchanged.

THE victory of the Labor Party in Britain was a matter of primary con-
cern to the Greek-American press, which discussed at length the probable
effect on Greek internal politics. Liberal and leftist papers, which had
never ceased to attack Churchill for supporting the monarchy, prophesied
the speedy return of democratic processes to Greece and the end of the
regime of George II, while royalists consoled themselvs with Ernest
Bevin's declaration that there would be no change in Britain's foreign
policy.

Royalists Sanguine The daily Atlantis (sic) of New York, always a
staunch advocate of Churchill's Greek policy, was

apparently shaken by the event, and comment was subdued and
somewhat defensive. On 27 July the royalist paper emphasized the im-
portance of Foreign Minister Bevin's promise that British foreign policy
would remain unchanged, and predicted that the election of a Labor
government would be a real help to Greece in the struggle against Com-
munism The belief was also expressed that the Attlee government would
be able to hasten the holding of elections in Greece. The following day
Atlantis returned to the matter of British foreign policy and predicted
that in spite of the differences between Anthony Eden and Ernest Bevin,
the new Foreign Minister

will continue the work of Mr. Eden and will perhaps succeed in
removing the obstacles which confronted his predecessor in attempt-
ing to bring about a sincere understanding with Russia, for the
pacification of Europe.

Furthermore, Atlantis reminded its readers, the new government's policy
would be concerned with the protection of the interests of the British
Empire, in which the Mediterranean was of great importance. "And the
key to the Mediterranean is Greece."

In a later editorial (31 July), Atlantis castigated "the so-called demo-
cratic parties of Greece" for implying that Greece was dependent on
Britain, when they declared that the British elections had solved the
Greek political question. "We do not know," said Atlantis,

if in the British elections the British people were asked if crowned
democracy should continue to exist in Greece or an uncrowned one
should be established . . . or if the British people, in the elections
of 5 July, voted for an uncrowned democracy in Greece. All the
world knows that Greece is still a free state and that her people
. . . are still sovereign, at least in their internal affairs. Nor is it
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possible for anyone with a grain of national self-respect to assume
that, because the Laborites won in Britain, the Greek people must
change their opinions and turn toward the Left.

Discussing the new British government 5 August, Atlantis said:

Although some declarations of the Labor Party's mentor, Harold
Laski, have caused serious uneasiness both in England and in our
country, it is generally believed that the Laborites "will mix
enough water with their wine" and that the extreme leftist tenden-
cies of some will be tempered.

Liberals Jubilant The liberal National Herald of New York, 27 July,
called the Labor Party's triumph "the victory of

democracy" and the victory of the British people, who "show that they
will follow the road to peace, freedom, democracy, mutual respect and
dignity." Churchill, the paper said, fell from greatness when he began to
support "princes, kings and other fascist leaders."

In a second editorial the same day, the Herald considered the elections
from the viewpoint of countries under British influence. Royalist groups
in Belgium, Spain, Italy and Greece, which had relied on British support,
were now suffering a setback, and "the calculations of the reactionaries
have been utterly overthrown."

A leading editorial of 28 July dealt entirely with the probable effects
of the elections on Greek internal politics.

If the royalists are awakened by the violent wind that overturned
the Tory regime of England . . . they will be the first to demand
the recall of Leeper from Athens. He has deceived them and
emboldened them with wrong explanations and dangerous encour-
agement. This scheming diplomat was the Iago of the Greek
tragedy. What has he to say now to the royalists, whom he lulled
with the idea that Churchill would remain in power forever and
would find a way to send the hated George II back to Greece?
Attlee should take him by the ear and drag him out of Greece
without delay.

The Herald saw no further reason for the continuance of the Voul-
garis government

since it had no reason for existence except to serve Churchill's
policy. Nor did it have any support except from the fallen Prime
Minister of Britain. . . The royalist terror has passed. . . . Let
it give way to the democratic people of Greece and to a repre-
sentative government, able to impose Iaw and order and to speak
to foreigners in the name of the nation.
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On 30 July the Herald said: "Britain . . . under the Labor Party in-
tends to use all its influence to open the gates of every country in Europe
to the air of freedom." The paper noted with approbation the statements
of various Party leaders, particularly Harold Laski, who expressed dis-
approval of "anti-democratic regimes," and speculated on the effect on
Greek "monarcho-fascists." "The monarcho-fascist camp is being deserted.
In the end no one will remain in it except criminals. [sic)

Communist View Almost all the articles in the Communist-line Greek-
American Tribune of 3 August dealt directly or in-

directly with the election, and all agreed that it was a great victory for
the progressives and a warning to the reactionaries throughout the world.
The paper was more concerned with the faults and mistakes of Churchill
than with the new government, which, however, was believed to show
great promise.

The Greek people [said the Tribune] celebrated the victory of the
British Labor Party as their own. The fall of Churchill means the
fall of monarcho-fascism in Greece, since it is known beyond a
shadow of a doubt that the present Damaskinos-Voulgaris regime
has (or rather had) as its only support the bayonets which
Churchill sent to Greece. . . . Greece, on account of its geographical
situation, must have the good will not only of Great Britain, but
of the Soviet Union; nevertheless, it must be good will which does
not entail the loss of independence, either national, economic or
political.

The Tribune professed amazement that Archbishop Damaskinos and
Prime Minister Voulgaris had not yet resigned, and also that the old-line
republicans could imagine that they could form a representative govern-
ment.

Referring to the general aspects of the election, the Tribune asserted
in considerable detail that those who believed that the vote was cast only
on domestic issues, or that the Labor Party, once in power, would become
conservative, or that the victory was anti-Communist, were equally wrong.
The real question now, said the Tribune, was whether the people would
rule or whether there would be fascism.

Conservative Desperation The anti-Soviet Free Press of New York was
the exception in treating the elections only in

their general aspects and not in relation to Greek affairs. The paper was
pessimistic in its outlook, attributing (28 July) most of the present
troubles of Europe to the Labor government of 1924 (sic) and adding:
"May God grant that the present decision may not have similar conse-
quences." The new government was the object of a sharp attack on 11
August, chiefly taken from the New York Daily Mirror, with Harold
Laski the principal target:
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This is the man who is now the boss of England and the real
Prime Minister. This means that Russia will have full permission
to do as it pleases in Europe. This means the final alliance of
Laski and the British Labor Party with the Communist Party of
Russia.

RESTRICTED

Number M-224	 14 August 1944

Event:	 CONVENTION OF THE GAPA
Speakers:	 George Christopoulos, Achilles Sakell,

Cimon Diamantopoulos, Nicholas Lelis,
Anastasios Mountanos, Alexander Sakellariou,
Archbishop Athenagoras, George Gavares

Place:	 Detroit, Michigan
Date:	 23-30 July 1944
Attendance: About 500

At the twelfth convention of the fraternal Greek American Progres-
sive Association (GAPA), held in Detroit 23 -30 July, Greek domestic
political issues were avoided, but a strong protest was lodged against
proposals to consider Italy an ally, and the post-war expansion of Greece
was demanded.

The convention, which was attended by about 500, opened Sunday,
23 July, with a memorial service for the victims of the recent Distomo
massacre. On Sunday night a banquet was held at which the chief speaker
was George Christopoulos, Greek Consul General in Chicago. Other
speakers included Achilles Sakell, Chief of the Foreign Language Division
of the OWI; Ambassador Cimon Diamantopoulos; Associate Minister
Nicholas Lelis; Anastasios Mountanos, editor of California; Admiral
Alexander Sakellariou; Archbishop Athenagoras; and George Gavares,
president of GAPA. Messages were read from President Roosevelt, the
American Ambassador to the Greek Government, Lincoln MacVeagh,
and Prime Minister George Papandreou.

Mr. Christopoulos stressed that it was the duty of Greek-Americans
to carry on Greek traditions in America "which always looks sympathetic-
ally on the preservation of healthy and liberal traditions of its various
national groups." To both the country of their origin and that of their
adoption, he said, Greek-Americans owed the fullest support of the strug-
gle against the "black dragon of fascism." More concretely, Mr. Christo-
poulos counseled financial contributions to the Greek War Relief Asso-
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ciation and to the relief funds of the various regional organizations.
Finally, he emphasized the influence which Greek-Americans might exert
in keeping Greek problems fresh in the minds of the Allies. "The heroic
Greek people," he said, "expects from its brothers abroad, and especially
in America, moral aid for the full and just satisfaction of its national
claims "

During the remainder of the session the officers of GAPA were elected
for the coming year and organizational problems were discussed.

Toward the close of the convention a resolution was passed protesting
against the Marcantonio bill which proposes that Italy be accorded the
status of an ally. The passage of such a bill, the resolution said, would
offer a precedent for German-Americans to try to influence Congress to
give similar privileges to Germany and would pave the way for foreign
groups "to exert pressure on Congress, on the eve of national elections,
to serve the interests of the enemy and to make this country a field of
international discussion."

Another article of the resolution stated that "the attention given to
the Marcantonio bill should be regarded as confirmation of the belief
of Count Sforza, a member of the Italian Government, which he ex-
pressed in a broadcast from Bari in October 1943, that 'the Government
of the United States will be persuaded by 5,000,000 Italian-American
voters in the next election to support Italian aims.' "

The final article resolved that Greece should not only be restored to
her 1940 borders but should be ceded Northern Epirus, Eastern Thrace,
the Dodecanese, and Cyprus, "because all these territories have been
Greek from the beginning of history."
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